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Three systems involving low-dimensional magnetic nanostructures, namely the
Kondo Effect in Isolated Cu(Fe) Clusters, Magnetization Reversal in TransitionMetal/Fe:SiO2 Thin Films, and Anisotropy and Micromagnetism of Fe/CrPt Bilayers,
have been investigated to understand the magnetic interactions in iron nanostructures.
Kondo Effect in Isolated Cu(Fe) Clusters —Iron impurities were added into copper
clusters embedded in an insulating matrix to ensure that the Kondo effect is strictly
confined by the size of the cluster. The Kondo temperature of our naoscale system is 0.7
K, which is greatly suppressed from its bulk value of 29 K and is consistent with our
theory prediction. This approach offers a new angle to experimentally probe the Kondo
screening cloud.
Magnetization Reversal in Transition-metal/Fe:SiO2 Thin Films —A novel way has
been proposed to improve the performance of the soft-magnetic layers via magnetostatic
interactions through iron clusters. All tested soft magnetic materials showed clear signs
of coercivity reduction and for certain materials, such as Co-Fe-B, the permeability was

also improved by factors of up to 5. This method opens up a new path towards the design
of free layers used in magnetic tunneling junctions and spin-valve structures.
Anisotropy and Micromagnetism of CrPt / Fe Bilayers —Iron thin films, exchangecoupled to an adjacent antiferromagnetic CrPt layer, have been used as a probe to
measure the anisotropy of L10-ordered CrPt. The alloy is of interest as a replacement for
the Mn-based antiferromagnetic layers in magnetic tunneling junctions, but its anisotropy
has been largely underestimated due to the complications introduced by magnetic
annealing. The estimated value from our methods is -438 kJ/m3, which is much closer to
its theoretical prediction than values obtained by other experimental methods.
The present findings have several scientific and technologic implications, as
described in the main part of the thesis.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
Magnetic nanostructures, defined by feature sizes below one micrometer, exhibit
fascinating physics, since structural length scales would greatly interfere with physical
length scales and cause intriguing new effects [1.1, 1.2]. In the Kondo effect [1.3], for
instance, magnetic impurities are screened by conduction electrons and these electrons
form a Kondo screening cloud that often extends over hundreds of nanometers [1.4].
However, if the dimension of the conduction sea surrounding the impurity is only a few
nanometers in all directions, the Kondo screening cloud cannot expand to site, which
affects the low-temperature Kondo behavior [1.5]. Another example is magnetic domain
walls. When the dimension of the magnetic system becomes comparable to about 5 to
100 nm depending on the anisotropy and geometry of the specimen [1.6], magnetic
domains do not form since the increase of exchange energy can no longer be
compensated by the reduction of the magnetostatic energy and the magnetic reversal is
then governed by the coherent rotation of the magnetization [1.2]. Such effects are
scientifically interesting and have many implications in technology [1.7].
Among all elements important in magnetism, iron is probably the most versatile
and intriguing one. It exhibits a particularly rich physics, partially due to its location near
the middle of the transition-metal (TM) series, and is also the most widely used magnetic
element in technological applications, from Fe-Si and permalloy soft magnets to
microwave ferrites and permanent magnets such as Nd2Fe14B and BaFe12O19 [1.8, 1.9].
This, and the existence of a variety of Fe-based research projects at the University of
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Nebraska, has prompted us to investigate several Fe-based nanostructures, as illustrated
in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1 Basic geomechies of the Fe-nanostructures investigated in this
thesis: (a) Fe atoms in Cu clusters (b) Soft-magnetic Fe nanoparticles and
(c) Fe thin film on a CrPt layer

1.1 Synopsis of Research
The present dissertation is based on several subprojects. Three of these projects,
namely: I. Kondo Effect in Isolated Nanoparticles [1.5, 1.10], II. Free-Layer
Magnetization Reversal in Magnetic Sensors [1.11] and III. Anisotropy and
Micromagnetism of Fe/CrPt Bilayers [1.12], form the main part of this thesis. They will
be discussed in the remaining sections of the introduction and in the main part of the
thesis. In addition, the thesis work contains three minor research projects, which are
briefly summarized in this section.
FePt and CoPt L10 Phase Formation. — The demand for innovative methods to
prepare L10 phase FePt and CoPt with (001) texture and small grain size has fueled
researches regarding the phase formation and magnetic properties of these alloys. For
CoPt thin films deposited at elevated temperature on (001) MgO substrates, it has been
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demonstrated that a properly inserted Au layer can effectively lower the phase-formation
temperature down to 350 °C while maintaining reasonably strong perpendicular
anisotropy and a large coercivity of 6 kOe [1.13]. For the FePt thin film deposited at the
room temperature, both heat treatment methods can be used to promote growth of the L10
phase, but samples treated with ion-beam irradiation show strong (111) texture and large
grain size [1.14]. Another L10 phase system, namely CrPt, was encountered during the
search for the replacement for Mn-base antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials [1.12] and is
dealt with in Project III (Chapter 6).
High Temperature Resistance Measurement System. —The high temperature
resistance measurement system is an important tool regarding heat treatment and
characterization of magnetic tunneling junctions (MTJ). It offers additional information
regarding the high-temperature performance of the MTJ and the effectiveness of the heat
treatment. It has been used in the MTJ noise research [1.15] and provided essential
information regarding the effect of heat treatment on the exchange bias, which is
presented in Project III (Chapter 6).
Magnetoresistive FORC Measurements. — First Order Reversal Curve (FORC)
diagrams [1.16, 1.17] are an elaborate and time-consuming method to extract information
about reversible and irreversible magnetization processes, normally based on M(H)
hysteresis loops. We have developed an alternative approach, namely magnetoresistive
FORC (MR-FORC).

This approach is possible because magnetoresistance (MR)

measurements yield information regarding magnetization reversal that is very similar to
M-H measurements. Our MR-FORC measurement system has been designed to provide a
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new angle towards the analysis MTJs. In the future, it may also yield crucial information
regarding the reversibility of TM layer in TM/Fe:SiO2 bilayer systems (Project II).

1.2 Kondo Effect in Isolated Particles (Project I)
In the 1930s, the resistance minimum observed in many partially ordered metallic
systems created a great puzzle regarding its origin [1.18]. A general model was proposed
by Anderson in 1961 suggesting the s-d exchange interaction between localized impurity
spin and conduction electron spins might be responsible for the resistance minimum
[1.19], and an atomic explanation was given by Kondo in 1964 based on Anderson’s s-d
exchange model [1.3]. His calculation explained the resistance minimum and the
logarithmic behavior. It was also consistent with the experimental results except
when

. He confirmed that the origin of the Kondo effect is the scattering and

screening of conduction electrons by a magnetic impurity at low temperatures and also
suggested the screening is realized by what is no known as the Kondo screening cloud.
The disagreement at low temperature was solved by the numerical renormalization group
(NRG) analysis, based on earlier work by Wilson [1.20, 1.21]. In the early 1980s, an
exact solution regarding s-d model S=1/2 was discovered [1.22, 1.23]. The singleimpurity Kondo effect is now well understood theoretically. Since the Kondo problem is
well defined, it has become a testing ground for many numerical and analytical theories
for many-electron problems, including but not limited to heavy Fermion systems [1.24].
For a long time, experimental investigations focused on the low-temperature
resistance and magnetic-susceptibility of bulk and thin-film samples, where the Kondo
effect was studied for various impurity concentrations [1.25], compositions [1.26], and
dimensions [1.27]. Systems involving a single impurity were hard to prepare and
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characterize until late 1990s, when scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) was used to
directly image the Kondo resonance by scanning the dI/dV curve laterally across impurity
adatoms on the non-magnetic metal surface [1.28, 1.29]. Since then, new methods have
been developed such as electrical measurements of quantum dots [1.30-32] and molecular
transistors [1.33, 1.34]. Many efforts have been devoted to directly observe the Kondo
screening cloud. In most studies, the Kondo screening cloud diameter is much smaller
than the dimensions of the investigated systems. Even for nanoscale Kondo studies, the
conduction electrons can still travel beyond the borders of the Kondo screening cloud due
to either the surrounding conducting matrix or the contacts required for such
measurement [1.5, 1.35]. In other words, the Kondo screening cloud is partially confined
to nanoscale in a complicated way. In nanoparticles, the conduction-electron states are
discrete and the number of itinerant electrons contributing to the Kondo effect becomes
smaller at low temperature. This alters the Kondo behavior and the low-temperature
magnetic susceptibility [1.5]. Therefore, it is important to establish a system in which
bulk and nanoscale Kondo effects can be distinguished.
In Chapter 4, a procedure has been developed to investigate the Kondo effect with a
confined Kondo screening cloud. Copper clusters doped with iron impurities are
embedded in SiO2 matrix which prevents the Kondo screening cloud from reaching its
full extension. Magnetic measurements were carried out to study the interactions
associated among iron atoms inside the copper clusters at low temperatures [1.10].

1.3 Free-Layer Magnetization Reversal in Magnetic Sensors (Project II)
Magnetic-field sensors that utilize the MR phenomenon have drawn great attention,
thanks to the achievement of high MR ratios in recent years [1.36-38]. Two mechanisms
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are widely used in different magnetic sensors, namely giant magnetoresistance (GMR)
[1.39] and tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) [1.38], both realized by multilayer
structures. A soft-magnetic layer that can rotate freely under the influence of an external
magnetic field serves as the sensing element and is commonly referred as a free layer. In
order to achieve high sensitivity for a magnetic sensor, a few key factors must be met,
including high MR ratio, high signal to noise ratio, high permeability and low hysteresis
loss [1.9, 1.40-43].
Up to now, many different approaches have been used to improve the performance
of the free layer. One way is to use novel materials, such as superparamagnetic materials
[1.41, 1.44]. Such systems yield great hysteresis reduction due to the nature of the
superparamagnetism, but this is at the expense of a reduced MR ratio and/or a large
particle size distribution. Furthermore, by using magnetic flux concentrators (MFCs),
some systems show a clear hysteresis reduction [1.44], while others only shows
permeability increases [1.40, 1.46]. The implementation of MFCs can be as easy as
putting two macroscopic-sizes MFC at each end of the sensor, which makes the device
bulky and reduces its resolution [1.45]. Another implementation is through
nanofabrication which greatly complicates the sample preparation [1.46]. Additionally, it
has been shown that magnetic annealing (MA) can greatly advance the performance of
the free layer through magnetic and structural changes of the system [1.15, 1.43].
However, the annealing conditions, such as temperature and time, must be controlled to
avoid harmful interdiffusion inside the multilayer structures [1.47]. Moreover, through
nanofabrication, one can exploit the shape anisotropy of a small bar or ellipse to assist the
magnetization reversal of the free layer [1.15, 1.48]. It is usually beneficial to apply
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multiple techniques at the same time. It is, therefore, important to find innovative ways to
further improve the magnetic properties of the free layer of magnetic sensors.
Granular Fe:SiO2 containing nanosize particles are of interest for many applications
such as catalysis [1.49], microwave absorbers [1.50] and biomedical applications [1.51].
The magnetic properties of such system range from superparamagnetic to ferromagnetic
(FM) with coercivities of up to 1000 Oe, depending on the preparation process [1.52,
1.53]. The Fe:SiO2 granular films used in this study have an Fe volume fraction of 38%
and Fe clusters with less than 10 nm diameter which are mostly well-separated from each
other. Although in this configuration, the behavior of the Fe clusters are dominated by
superparamagnetism, the clusters are coupled to an adjacent TM layer, such as NiFe,
through magnetostatic interactions. In Chapter 5, we show that the reversibility and
permeability of the TM layer can be improved through these types of interactions and that
this mechanism offers a new method to improve the performance of modern magnetic
sensors [1.11].

1.4 Anisotropy and Micromagnetism of Fe/CrPt Bilayers (Project III)
Although predicted in 1932 and confirmed in 1949 [1.54], AFM materials had little
practical use due to the zero net magnetization for a long time. However, when an AFM
material is adjacent to a FM layer, the exchange interaction between the AFM and the
FM layers strongly affects the magnetic properties of the FM layer [1.55]. For instance,
when an AFM/FM bilayer system is cooled through the Néel temperature of the AFM
layer in the presence of an external magnetic field, a unidirectional anisotropy is
introduced at the AFM/FM interface and the bilayer system normally exhibits a
hysteresis-loop shift which is commonly referred as exchange bias. This phenomenon has
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been widely used as a magnetization stabilizer in magnetic-field sensors [1.56, 1.57] and
magnetic random access memories [1.58]. Despite the wide range of applications, the
role of the AFM layer in exchange-bias systems is still not fully understood and
sometimes even controversial [1.59-61]. Several models have been proposed and most of
them are not mutually exclusive, but they can only partially explain the system and are
limited to specific situations, such as single crystals with uncompensated [1.55, 1.62] or
fully compensated [1.63-65] spin configurations and for polycrystalline [1.66, 1.67]. This
is largely because most observations of the AFM layer are through analyzing the adjacent
FM layer. Information regarding the intrinsic properties of AFM materials is still required,
such as the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, which is directly related to the unidirectional
anisotropy in AFM/FM bilayer structures [1.68].
It is possible to directly extract the anisotropy of the AFM by doing magnetic
susceptibility measurements along the easy and hard axes [1.69]. However, the magnetic
field required for such measurement is of the order of a few hundred teslas for AFM
materials with high anisotropy, such as CrPt. This is difficult to measure by current
experimental methods. Some study has proposed to use dynamic complex permeability
spectra to estimate the anisotropy of the AFM [1.70]. This method also requires the AFM
layer to have a weak anisotropy and to be within its critical thickness which allows the
AFM layer to rotate coherently with the FM layer. Another method using the blocking
temperature of the exchange bias system was also proposed [1.71,72]. The major
drawback is the potential structural changes during the heating process, not to mention
the system dependence of the blocking temperature. Using the unidirectional anisotropy
to estimate the anisotropy of AFM materials is a commonly used method [1.68]. In this
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case, it is crucial to fully establish the exchange bias before the measurement takes place.
An enhanced coercivity of the adjacent FM layer could also be observed even when the
loop shift is not established [1.56]. In fact, the enhanced coercivity may persist even
beyond the blocking temperature of the AFM at which the loop shift vanishes [1.73]. This
suggests that the coercivity is closely related to the intrinsic properties of AFM material
[1.61, 1.73] and can be used as a characterization tool [1.74]. A suitable AFM/FM bilayer
system would be able to link the enhanced coercivity to the anisotropy of the AFM layer.
Our focus is on the AFM alloy CrPt. This L10 phase CrPt bears many advanced
properties in comparison with other AFM materials. It has a good corrosion resistance, a
high Néel temperature, and low interdiffusion at high temperatures, which makes it a
valuable potential replacement for Mn-based AFM materials currently used in magnetic
sensors.[1.75, 1.76] However, the experimental effort towards finding the anisotropy of
CrPt has not been very conclusive. Theoretical calculations have suggested that the
anisotropy of CrPt is 3500 kJ/m3 [1.12], while experimental estimations have a much
smaller value of 10 kJ/m3 [1.77]. It is important to identify the origin of the discrepancy.
Chapter 6 will show, by analyzing the enhanced coercivity of Fe/CrPt bilayer structure,
the estimate of CrPt anisotropy can be much better reconciled with its theoretical value
[1.12].

1.5 Overview
The structure of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 summaries the theoretical
background relevant to this thesis and Chapter 3 introduces the experimental techniques
used in this study. Project I, II and III will be presented in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. Finally,
Chapter 7 summaries this work and provides an outlook for the future research.
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Chapter 2 : Theoretical Background
In this chapter, the primary goal is to provide the necessary theoretical background
that will be used in the Chapter 4, 5 and 6. Theories and definitions that are closely
related to the subject will be introduced and briefly explained while additional details can
be found in the references listed at the end.

2.1 Atomic-Scale Magnetism
Magnetic systems are classified by their respond to the external magnetic fields
under different circumstances. Some phenomena, such as ferromagnetism, have been
used for centuries due to their unique properties while others were only found and
implemented recently [2.3, 2.4]. Nonetheless, most of those mechanisms share the same
origin on an atomic scale, and a few principles govern a wide range of nanoscale
magnetic phenomena.

2.1.1Magnetic Moment and Electron Angular Momentum
One way of creating a magnetic field is to use electric current. In atoms, the
corresponding
√

contribution

of

√

the
where

total

orbital

angular

momentum

is

is the mass of electron and is the angular

momentum quantum number [2.4]. The projection of the magnetic moment along the
external field direction is quantized,

where

is the magnetic quantum

number and can have the value of 0, ±1... ±l. Another contribution to the magnetic
moment of an atom is from electron spins. The projection of the magnetic moment from
electron spins is also quantized,
electron with

where

is called the -factor of the

and ms is called secondary spin quantum number which can take the
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value of

[2.4]. Therefore the magnetic moment from an electron spin is close to one

Bohr magneton.
Since electrons possess magnetic moments through both the orbital and the spin
angular momenta, the magnetic field generated by the former would interact with the
magnetic moment associated with the latter. This effect is known as spin-orbit coupling
and only become significant for heavy atoms. It is directly associated with
magnetocrystalline anisotropy, magnetostriction, anisotropic MR and the anomalous
planar and spin Hall effect [2.3].
In most elements, there is more than one electron in the atom. The magnetic
moment of the atom is determined by the total angular momentum of all electrons inside.
For light atoms, such as 3d TMs, the couplings of orbit-orbit and spin-spin are much
stronger than spin-orbit coupling. As a result, the total angular momentum can be
acquired by firstly obtaining the total orbital angular momentum and the total spin
angular momentum separately and then combining these two terms together [2.4]. This is
commonly referred as Russell-Saunders coupling. Since multiple electrons are involved
in the process, J, L and S are used to represent total angular momentum quantum number,
total orbital quantum number and total spin quantum number respectively.
For

any syste s, the e p r al

und’s rules an be used to al ulate the total

angular momentum quantum numbers. It contains three parts: firstly, the electrons inside
the atom tend to maximize their total spin; secondly, without violating the first rule,
electrons tends to maximize their total orbital angular momentum; finally, for atoms with
less than half-full shells,

|

| otherwise

|

| [2.6]. The total magnetic
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√

moment of the atom can be written as

where

is called the Landé -factor.
For 3d TMs, the magnetic moment of each atom is mostly contributed from
electron spins due to the quenching of the orbital moment [2.7, 2.8]. This is mainly
caused by the strong coupling between the orbits and the crystal lattice, which prevents
the respond of orbital moments to the external magnetic field [2.6]. Since the spin is only
weakly coupled with orbits and crystal lattice for those materials, spin moments are not
affected by this effect. For example, the orbital quenching in Fe yields

nearly 0 and

which is 2. We can derive that the Landé -factor is equal to 2 and the total
magnetic moment of a single Fe atom is around 4.9μB.

2.1.2Brillouin Theory
The responds of the magnetization to the external field can be characterized by
χ=dM/dH where χ is the magnetic susceptibility and M is the magnetization of the sample.
The value of χ is a constant only for small magnetic field and is subject to the
temperature change. In many cases, such as FM materials, it also depends on the
magnetic history of the sample [2.8]. Therefore, the magnetization is not only a function
of external magnetic field but also a function of temperature.
For systems where magnetic interactions between particles are negligible, the
magnetization of the specimen can be written as

〈 〉 where N is the number of

particles inside the specimen. As described in the previous section, the projection of
magnetic moment in the direction of the external magnetic field is quantized and has the
expression [2.8]
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〈 〉
where

and

(2.1)

is the Brillouin function which is defined as the following

(

)

( )

(2.2)

It can be seen from Figure 2-1, the responds between 〈 〉 and H tend to be linear for low
magnetic field. Therefore, for small field, we have

. Through Taylor expansion, the

Brillouin function can also be written as [2.4]

Figure 2-1 Field and temperature dependence of the magnetization of pure
magnetic ions with J=2. Notice the linear proportion at low field region.
[

]
(2.3)

Then the expression for magnetic susceptibility can be written as
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(2.4)

where

is commonly referred as Curie constant.

2.1.3 Mean Field Theory (MFT)
For systems with long-range order, magnetic interactions between atoms are
important. The simplest way to understand these interactions is to consider them under
the influence of a molecular field (HA) that is proportional to their magnetization (M),
where

is called the molecular field constant. In this case, the contribution

from the molecular field to the total magnetic field that exerts on the specimen must also
be considered. Eq. 2.4 can then be rewritten as

(2.5)
which is known as the Curie-Weiss law and

[2.3]. A positive θ value suggests the

magnetic moments inside the specimen are aligned in parallel with each other and is
normally referred as the Curie temperature.
The same analogical strategy can also be applied to AFM materials. Simple
antiferromganets can be considered as the combination of two sublattices A and B with
opposite magnetizations, namely

. The molecular fields associated with each

sublattice can then be written as
(a)
{

(2.6)

(b)
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where

is the intra-sublattice molecular field coefficient while

is the inter-sublattice

molecular field coefficient which has a negative value. Therefore, each sublattice can be
treated as a FM system with half of the total atoms of the original system. By using the
same method deriving Eq. 2.4, the condition for the appearance of spontaneous sublattice
magnetization can be acquired. The Néel temperature (TN) is equal to
Following the similar process as FM, the magnetic susceptibility above the Néel
temperature can be calculated using

(2.7)
where

is normally a negative number [2.3]. It can be seen that if the intra-

sublattice interaction is negligible

,| |

.

Below the Néel temperature, the spontaneous magnetization of each sublattice
inside the AFM can be represented by a Brillouin function

(a)
(2.8)
{

(b)

where xi (i=A,B) is a linear function of the molecular field. The susceptibility strongly
depends on the direction of the external magnetic field relative to the spin configuration
of the AFM. There are two possible scenarios, as illustrated in Figure 2-2.
As shown in Figure 2-2(a), the external magnetic field that is perpendicular to the
direction of the magnetization of AFM sublattices cants magnetic moments by a small
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angle δ. At the equilibrium state, the molecular field generated by the spin configuration
would be completed balanced by the external magnetic field [2.4].

(2.9)
Since

, we can apply Eq. 2.8 to the equation above and have
. As a result, the expression for the magnetic susceptibility

where
can be

written as

(2.10)

Figure 2-2 Calculation of the AFM susceptibility below TN with the
external magnetic field (a) perpendicular and (b) parallel to the
magnetization of AFM sublattices.
Figure 2-2(b) shows the case where a small magnetic field is applied parallel to the
magnetization of the AFM sublattices. Magnetizations of the two sublattices are no
longer balanced and each can be described using Eq. 2.8
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(a)
(2.11) (b)
{
where

and H0 is the molecular field. Eq. 2.11

yields the magnetic susceptibility

or

(2.12)

where

. Detailed information regarding the mathematics can be

found in the reference [2.6]. For polycrystalline or powder specimens, the magnetic
susceptibility lies in the intermediate regime of Figure 2-3 [2.3].

Figure 2-3 Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of a
simple antiferromagnet. From the top to the bottom, the magnetic field is
perpendicular, intermediate and parallel to the AFM easy axis,
respectively. Redrawn base on reference [2.3].
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2.1.4 Anisotropy of Antiferromagnets
Figure 2-3 shows that

is smaller than

in the temperature regime below the

Néel temperature. However, the AFM spins cannot be easily reconfigured to their
energetically most favorite state under the influence of an external magnetic field. The
reason is the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, as shown in Figure 2-4(a) [2.3]. The
magnetocrystalline anisotropy acts separately on the magnetization of each sublattice,
which effectively keeps the sublattice magnetizations parallel to the AFM easy axis. The
external magnetic field that is applied to the parallel direction of the AFM spins should at
least surpass certain value (Hsf) to overcome this effect as suggested in Figure 2-4(b). It is
possible to directly measure the AFM uniaxial anisotropy

by following the equation

listed below.

(2.13)
where J is the interatomic exchange which essentially given by the Néel temperature

Figure 2-4 Spin-flop transition in antiferromagnets (a) sublattice
magnetizations before (solid lines) and after spin flop process (dashed
lines) in an external magnetic field that is parallel to the easy axis and (b)
corresponding magnetization curve. Redrawn base on reference [2.3].
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[2.8]. However, for many AFM materials, Hsf is as high as a few hundred teslas, which is
extremely difficult to measure.

2.1.5 Exchange Bias
AFM material alone has little practical use due to the zero net magnetization.
However, when it is adjacent to a FM layer, the exchange interaction between the AFM
and the FM layers can greatly alter the magnetic properties of the FM layer. When an
AFM/FM bilayer is cooled through the Néel temperature of the AFM layer in a magnetic
field, the bilayer system exhibits a hysteresis loop shift which is normally referred as
exchange bias [2.9, 2.10]. Figure 2-5 shows an example, where an exchange bias field of
83 Oe is induced through MA of a CoFe/CrPt bilayer structure. In most cases, an
enhanced coercivity is also observed [2.11].

Figure 2-5 Hysteresis loop of a AFM-FM bilayer system (Si/ Ta/ Co90Fe10
/ CrPt) after MA
Based on an early model [2.12], if the anisotropy of FM can be ignored, the energy
area density in the exchange bias system can be written as
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(2.14)
where

is the angle between the external field H and the FM magnetization MFM, t is the

thickness for each layer and Eeb is the uniaxial anisotropy energy area density [2.13]. To
minimize the energy, the following condition must be satisfied
(2.15)
Since the magnetization switching occurs at

for coherent rotation, the switching

field is equal to the exchange bias field Heb [2.14].

(2.16)
This equation is commonly used to determine how effectively the AFM layer can bias the
adjacent FM layer. It is important to have

to observe the exchange bias

field, otherwise, AFM spins would switch with the FM spin, and only the enhanced
coercivity is observed [2.15]. This simple model can qualitatively explain what might
cause the exchange bias but the estimation for the exchange bias field is several orders
too high comparing with the experimental results [2.14]. Other considerations have been
introduced to correct the problem, such as interface roughness, AFM thickness, grain size,
crystallinity, AFM anisotropy and etc. [2.9]. Another assumption made by the model is
uncompensated spins at the FM/AFM interface which play a key role in the exchange
bias, since a fully compensated AFM interface, which has zero net magnetization, would
lead Eeb to 0 [2.16].
Very strong exchange bias has been observed in systems containing FeF2, MnF2
and FeMn, whose spin configurations are fully compensated at the interface [2.17-19].
This phenomenon can be explained by the spin-flop state of the AFM material which is
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similar to what is shown in Figure 2-4(a), except that the FM spin antiparallel to the H
[2.20]. The numerical micromagnetic calculations suggest that the spins of AFM and FM
materials favors 90° alignment at the fully compensated interface [2.20]. During the
magnetic cooling process, a parallel domain wall is formed in the AFM layer and stable
due to the AFM anisotropy, which effectively pins the FM spin along the field cool
direction [2.21]. Another calculation with a classical micromagnetic approach was also
carried out on the same spin configuration, but only coercivity enhancement was obtained
and the loop shift was not realized until uncompensated spins were introduced into the
calculation [2.9, 2.19].
As described in Section 2.1.4, the anisotropy of the AFM is hard to observe directly
in experiments. Alternative methods must be used by analyzing the change of FM layer
magnetic properties with/without the AFM layers. One of the most commonly used
methods to estimate the anisotropy of AFM is by using the following equation [2.3]

(2.17)
where

is the critical thickness of AFM layer, above which the exchange bias is

thermally stable. Like other properties associated with exchange bias system, the critical
thickness is also system dependent as shown in Table 2-1. One major challenge faced by
Table 2-1 Critical thickness of a few AFM/FM exchange bias systems [2.1, 2.2]
.AFM/FM
CrPt/CoFe
MnPt/CoFe
MnPt/NiFe
MnIr/CoFe
MnIr/NiFe

(ML)
40~45
35
45~50
15~25
20~30
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Eq. 2.17 is that the Eeb is system dependent [2.22].
The influence of the crystallinity of the AFM layer also depends on the specific
systems. For some systems, such as NiFe/NiO, the exchange bias is insensitive to the
crystallinity of the AFM layer [2.23]. For other systems, such as CrPt/CoFe, the texture is
the dominant factor for getting high exchange bias. In most cases, exchange bias
increases with increasing texture for a single orientation systems [2.24], with only a few
exceptions [2.9]. This could be due to the interface exchange energies are different for
different crystallographic orientations. Crystallinity could also influence the formation of
AFM domains and the anisotropy, changing exchange bias accordingly [2.25]. However,
when a system involves more than one texture, exchange bias may change without
following any particular trend [2.14]. It is also worthwhile mentioning that a well
textured system could effectively decrease the roughness while a non-oriented system
could strongly increase it [2.26]. Additionally, the most common way to introduce
exchange bias is through MA. In many cases, the high temperature annealing would
cause grain growth [2.1, 2.27] and recrystallization [2.24, 2.25] in both FM and AFM
layers, drastically increase of surface roughness [2.28, 2.29] and interdiffusion at the
FM/AFM interface [2.30]. All these changes could have great impacts on the magnitude
of the interfacial exchange energy.
As mentioned above, an enhanced coercivity can also be observed in exchange bias
systems. Many researches have suggested the enhanced coercivity might have a different
origin than the exchange bias and is closer to the intrinsic properties of the AFM layer
[2.31, 2.32]. For soft magnetic materials, such as Fe, the apparent anisotropy increase can
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be viewed as the result of the AFM/FM interaction and the enhancement of the coercivity
field is approximately equal to the anisotropy field introduced by the AFM layer [2.11].

2.2 Kondo Effect
2.2.1 Origin of Kondo Effect
When FM atoms are diluted inside a non-magnetic metallic matrix, the interactions
between the magnetic impurities and surrounding conduction electrons become dominant
at low temperatures. As shown in Figure 2-6(a), the resistance of such system shows a
minimum which can be suppressed by an external magnetic field due to the split of the
local spin degeneracy [2.33, 2.34]. The Kondo effect only arises when the impurities in

Figure 2-6 Kondo effect (a) resistance minimum and (b) atomic origin
involving a spin-flip process of the impurity by the delocalized states of
the conduction electrons.(blue)
the metal system are magnetic and does not require any kind of interactions between the
magnetic impurities [2.34, 2.35]. The localized impurity spins are embedded in a
conduction-electron sea where all the states with energy levels below the Fermi level are
occupied [2.36]. The impurity electron with energy (E0) is trapped below the Fermi level
as shown in Figure 2-6(b). However, it can virtually hop into the conduction-electron sea
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for a short period of time [2.34, 2.37]. Meanwhile, another electron near the Fermi level
from the conduction-electron sea must hop into the impurity to occupy the empty state
within that time frame. The tunneling electron can have the opposite spin configuration
comparing with the previous electron [2.38]. This process, referred as spin-flipping,
establishes a new state called Kondo resonance. This state is quite effective at scattering
electrons near the Fermi level thus leads to the increase of the system resistivity.

2.2.2 Derivation of Resistivity Minimum
The derivation of the low temperature resistance minimum by Kondo starts with
the Kondo Hamiltonian.
∑

where

and

(2.18)

are the creation and annihilation operator corresponding to the k-state

spin with energy

, and J is the exchange constant between impurity spin S and

conduction electron spin s at the impurity site [2.39]. Through the second Born
approximation and the assumption that localized spins are randomly oriented, the
probability of impurity spin k transiting to a new state k’ with the same polarization is
given by

[
where c is the concentration and
function for the electron with energy

∑

]
with

(2.19)

being the Fermi distribution

and N being the total number of electrons [2.39].

The probability of the spin-flip processes derived through similar process is equal
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to

. At finite temperature, the transport life time τ under an electric field

⃑

can be retrieved by calculating the rate of change of the probability due to the collision
with the impurity spin [2.39].

[

Since the conductivity

]

(2.20)

, where n is the conduction-electron density, the

resistivity contribution from the impurity spin scattering can be obtained from the
following equation,

[

where

∫

(

)

]

(2.21)

is a constant [2.39]. By neglecting the higher order terms,

(

)

(2.22)

where TK is defined as the Kondo temperature [2.39]. The total resistivity can be
expressed as

(2.23)
where

is the phonon contribution to the resistivity.[2.40] Since at low

temperature, the phonon term can be neglected,

. It can be seen that the

logarithmic term comes from the calculation of the resistivity for the s-d exchange model
to a higher order of J and reflects the sharpness of the Fermi level [2.41, 2.42]. This
logarithmic behavior generally exists in all Kondo-effect-related parameters, such as
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susceptibility, entropy and specific heat [2.41]. The above equation agrees with
experiments very well except when

where the resistivity deviates from the

logarithmic behavior and approaches a constant [2.43]. This divergence at low
temperature is commonly referred as the Kondo problem.
The Kondo problem was first solved by applying the NRG method by Wilson
[2.44]. The idea is to rescale the energy level to eliminate high energy state and transform
the Kondo Hamiltonian into a sequence of effective Hamiltonians which are valid over a
reduced energy level [2.42, 2.44].

lson’s al ulat on showed as

, the impurity

spin is fully compensated by the screening cloud and the low temperature behavior of
other parameters can be approached by similar methods [2.44, 2.45].

2.2.3 Kondo Screening Cloud
In the Kondo resonance state, the conduction electrons, surrounding the impurity,
effectively form a singlet state while the other electrons behave like a free gas. It can be
viewed as the formation of a Kondo screening cloud of itinerant spins screening the
magnetic moment of the impurity [2.3]. As illustrated in Figure 2-7(a), the Kondo
screening cloud has limited dimension within which the impurity spin is effectively
antiferromagnetically coupled to the conduction electrons. It represents the distance that
two electrons, near the Fermi level with energy difference of kBTK, can travel before their
phases differ by π [2.46]. Using the RG method, the width in wave-vector,

can be

express as

|

|

(2.24)
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where ∆E is the width in energy and

is the Fermi velocity [2.47]. Therefore, the

Figure 2-7 Schematic diagram of (a) Kondo screening cloud below the
Kondo temperature. The big sphere represents the Kondo screening cloud
while the blue area is the nonmagnetic metal host for the magnetic
impurity (red) and (b) Kondo effect in k-space where the yellow area
indicates full occupation by the conduction electrons.
Kondo coherence length (size of the Kondo screening cloud) is directly related to the
Kondo temperature via ∆E= kBTK [2.48],

(2.25)
where

is called the Kondo coherence length representing the radius of the Kondo

screening cloud. As illustrated by Figure 2-7(b), the Kondo effect happens near the Fermi
level with binding energy of TK. If the Kondo temperature decreases, the associated
decreases as well. Table 2-2 lists Kondo temperatures for different systems [2.5]. Many
factors can influence the Kondo temperature, such as external magnetic field, size of the
system, presence of other interaction, etc. [2.34, 2.49, 2.50]. The Kondo coherence length
ranges from a few nanometers to several micrometers for different systems and has not
been observed experimentally [2.51, 2.52].
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Table 2-2 Kondo temperature (K) for different bulk systems [2.5]
Host Impurity
Cu
Ag
Au
Mo
Rh
Pd
Pt

V
1000
300
-

Cr
2
0.01
0.001
100
200

Mn
0.01
<10-6
<10-6
10
50
0.01
0.1

Fe
30
5
0.2
1
50
0.02
0.3

Co
500
500
25
1000
0.1
1

Ni
>1000
>1000
-

2.2.4 Nanoscale Kondo Systems
When the dimension of the “box” onta n ng the ondu t on ele trons is reduced
below the Kondo coherence length, the Kondo screening cloud can no longer extend to
its full length inside the nonmagnetic host. However, as demonstrated in Figure 2-8(a), if
the low-dimensional Kondo system (blue) is embedded in a metallic matrix, the Kondo
screening cloud can still extend beyond the limit of the Kondo system into the hosting
matrix. Therefore, there is strong hybridization between the conduction electrons of the
Kondo system and the matrix, which not only blurs the distinction between bulk and

Figure 2-8 Low-dimensional Kondo systems inside (a) metallic matrix
and (b) insulating matrix. Blue area represents the size of the Kondo
system and dashed circle represents the supposed Kondo screening
cloud
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nanoscale Kondo system but also cause the Kondo screening cloud no longer well
defined [2.41]. This complication can be avoided by using an insulating matrix instead of
a metallic one as shown in Figure 2-8(b). Although the nature of the matrix would make
it difficult to study the characteristic behavior of the resistivity of the Kondo system, the
related magnetic properties can still be measured.
As illustrated in Figure 2-9, at high temperature, the magnetic susceptibility of the
bulk Kondo system follows a paramagnetic-like behavior. In the vicinity of the Kondo
temperature, the slope of the curve shows a strong reduction because of the establishment
of the Kondo resonance and the magnetic susceptibility becomes constant when the
Kondo screening cloud extends to its full length [2.53-55]. The nanoscale Kondo system

Figure 2-9 Schematic diagram of magnetic susceptibilities of free spin
(blue dots) bulk (black line), nanoscale(red line) Kondo syste.
follows the similar route at the high temperature regime. However, it has been
demonstrated that the reduction of the system size would greatly suppress the Kondo
effect which yields a smaller Kondo temperature [2.56, 2.57].
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Studies regarding thin-film Kondo systems reveal contradictory results [2.57-60].
Some found the Kondo effect in Cu(Fe) suppressed as the thickness of the film gets
thinner and observed a reduced Kondo temperature [2.61], while others found an
unchanged Kondo temperature in the same system [2.60]. This phenomenon might be
caused by the interaction between magnetic impurities since the thickness dependence is
closely related to the impurity concentration [2.58]. In the present thesis, we assume that
the local moments are well-established and stable, in agreement with past research on Fe
in Cu.

2.2.5 Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) Interaction
One complication of a dilute magnetic system is the interaction between different
impurity spins, which goes beyond the Kondo effect in a narrower sense. When more
than one magnetic impurities are present inside the system and their distance becomes
close due to the impurity concentration, the Kondo resonance can still be established
while the interactions between those impurities can no longer be ignored, among which is
the RKKY interaction [2.41, 2.62, 2.63].
When the magnetic impurities are too far away to interact directly with each other,
a long-range interaction can still occur through the surrounding conduction electrons. The
effective coupling between the two magnetic impurities can be described using the
following equation [2.8]

(2.26)
where

is the Fermi wavevector and R is the distance between impurities. The Fermi

wavevector is in the order of 0.1 nm-1, therefore the sign of the effective interaction
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oscillates on the scale of nanometers while the intensity falls off as

[2.3] This type of

interactions not only exist in atomic-scale but also encountered between thin film layers
and embedded particles [2.8].
Analogously, both Kondo effect and RKKY interaction share a common origin
which is the interaction between localized magnetic impurities and the free-electron sea.
Regarding the Kondo effect, magnetic impurities are screened by the conduction
electrons, which leads to the formation of the Kondo screening cloud. The RKKY
interaction, on the other hand, effectively correlates the distant magnetic impurities and
makes them more localized, namely difficult to be screened [2.50, 2.64]. The RKKY
interaction can either be FM or AFM depending on the distance between magnetic
impurities. The AFM interaction binds the two impurities into a singlet state (S=0) which
greatly suppress the Kondo effect [2.65, 2.66]. The FM interaction, however, leads to a
triplet state (S=1) which has a smaller Kondo temperature than systems without RKKY
interaction [2.67].

2.2.6 Magnetic Pairs in Dilute Magnetic System
When the magnetic impurities are so close to each other, they can be considered as
diatomic molecules. The forming of the pair is mainly the consequence of sample
preparation process such as quench rate and cold work rather than the impurity
concentration (c). It could exist in dilute magnetic system as low as 300 ppm [2.62].
For such system, single impurities and pairs co-exist with different Kondo
temperature, namely

and

respectively. The total magnetization mainly contains

two parts and can be written as

where M1 and M2 are the
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magnetization associated with impurity singlet and pair and N1 and N2 are their total
numbers respectively. Their contribution to the magnetic susceptibility can be expressed
as

(2.27)
where

,

[2.62].

Bulk samples containing magnetic pairs have been systematically studied
previously. The sample was prepared through melting process of the magnetic impurity
and its host. The analysis of the M-H curve reveal an S=3 behavior for the iron pairs
[2.62].

2.3 Micromagnetism
Some of the researches that will be discussed in the following chapters involve
magnetization phenomena on length scales of many interatomic distances, or at least
several nanometers. It is commonly referred as micromagnetic phenomena and will be
discussed in this section.
When the presence of magnetic moments inside the system becomes dominant, the
direct interactions between magnetic moments and their surrounding lattices, such as
dipolar interaction, exchange interactions, start to take the leading role in the
determination of the magnetic properties of the system. Especially for the lowdimensional magnetic systems, the shape anisotropy induced by the reduced size of the
system acts together with pre-existing interactions, which pushes the magnetic properties
of the system away from their bulk counterparts. The competition between those
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interactions under different conditions will ultimately determine the overall behavior of
the low-dimensional magnetic system. The best way to analyze such competition is
through analyzing the energy associated with each interaction as below.

∫{ [ (

)]

}

(2.28)

Here A is the exchange stiffness, K1 is the second-order uniaxial anisotropy, n is the unit
vector along the easy-axis and Hd(M) is the demagnetization field [2.68]. The above
equation represents the summation of different micromagnetic energies including
exchange energy, crystalline anisotropy energy, Zeeman energy and magnetostatic
energy respectively. The sum of those energies has to be minimized for the system to stay
in a magnetically stable state.

2.3.1 Magnetic Domain Formation
One main result of such competition is the form of magnetic domains. If only the
exchange energy is considered inside a magnet, all the magnetic moments tend to align in
the same direction which ends up with a single-domain configuration as shown in Figure
2-10(a). However, such configuration of magnetic moments only exists in very small
particles. As the size of the particles increases, the magnetostatic energy becomes more
significant. The magnetic moment configuration, shown in Figure 2-10(b), has much
smaller magnetostatic energy which can be further lowered if a magnetic closure-domain
is formed as shown in Figure 2-10(c). Although the exchange energy rises for such
magnetic domain configuration, the overall energy is reduced and the system remains in
an energy stable state. The competition between the exchange energy and magnetostatic
energy can be characterized by the exchange length
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√

where

(2.29)

is the exchange stiffness [2.8]. If the grain size of the specimen is below the

Figure 2-10 The magnetic flux of magnets with (a) single-domain, (b)
two-domain and (c) closure-domain. Magnetostatic energy is the main
driven force for the domain formation. Redrawn based on reference [2.4].
exchange length, systems, involving two magnetic phases with different anisotropies,
would exhibit single-phase hysteresis loops. It also determines the transition from
coherent rotation to curling [2.8].The scale of exchange length is typically around 10 nm.
Since the magnetization of (FM) materials tends to align along certain
crystallographic direction, the magnetocrystalline energy also contributes to the
configuration of domains due to the symmetry of crystal structures. For instance, the bcc
iron has six equivalent easy axes, namely 〈

〉,〈

〉, 〈

〉, 〈 ̅

〉, 〈 ̅ 〉, 〈

̅ 〉. Due

to the nature of their directions, it is possible to form the domain configuration as shown
in Figure 2-10(c) which reduces not only the magnetocrystalline energy but also the
magnetostatic energy.

2.3.2 Domain-Wall
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The transition of the directions of magnetization is not atomically sharp between
adjacent domains, which forms a region normally referred as domain wall. The two most
encountered domain wall types are illustrated in Figure 2-11. It can be seen that the direct
opposition of the magnetization of two domains would give rise to exchange energy
which is in the order of

at the interface [2.69].The energy rise can be

reduced by gradually changing the magnetization direction over a certain distance.
Therefore, the exchange energy prefers wide domain walls and large domain sizes.

Figure 2-11 Schematic diagram of the stray field from (a) Bloch wall
(thickness > 20nm) and (b) Néel wall (thickness <20nm)
However, such wide domain wall would cause the magnetization to deviate from the easy
axes of the specimen and give rise to magnetocrystalline energy. Minimizing such energy
requires large domain size and narrow domain walls. Therefore the domain wall
thickness is determined by the competition between exchange energy and
magnetocrystalline

energy.

In

the

case

of

simple

uniaxial

materials,

the

magnetocrystalline energy can be expressed as

(2.30)
where

is the anisotropy constant. The domain wall width has the form of
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√

(2.31)

and varies from a few nanometers to several hundred nanometers [2.8].

For 180o Bloch wall, Eq. 2.31 can be refined as
wall energy density for a Bloch wall is

√

√

[2.8] and the domain

which is on the order of

[2.69]. A Néel wall, on the other hand, can only occur in a thin-film system where the
thickness of the film is much less than the width of the domain wall. The expression of
the domain-wall width and domain-wall energy density are

√

and

respectively, where t is the thickness of the thin film [2.69].

2.3.3 Magnetization Reversal
When an external magnetic field is applied to a magnetic material with multidomain structures, a pressure is applied to the domain wall. As illustrated in Figure 2-12,
the initial closure domain yields a zero net magnetization and the easy axis of the
specimen is slightly off the direction of the external magnetic field. As the field increases,
the domain wall starts to migrate in such a way that the domain with magnetization
closest to the field direction starts to expand. The change in Zeeman energy of the
domain wall is

(2.32)
where

is the domain wall position and

is the effective domain-wall area [2.70].

Therefore the total energy of the domain wall is
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(2.33)
Once the whole specimen is occupied by such domain state, the magnetization starts to
rotate away from its easy axis and further align with the external field.

Figure 2-12 Evolution of magnetic domains of a FM material under external
magnetic field. The magnetic field is deviated from the easy axis by a small angle.
Redrawn base on reference [2.4].
Without the influence of defects, the domain wall motion is highly reversible.
However, there is always some kind of distribution of defects in the magnetic systems.
When the domain wall encounters a defect, if the domain wall energy is higher when it is
around the defect, the defect serves as a barrier for the domain wall motion. On the other
hand, if the domain wall energy is lower when it is around the defect, the domain wall is
trapped by the defect [2.4]. When the size of the defect is comparable to the size of the
domain wall, it will effectively pin the domain wall at its location until the Zeeman
energy is large enough to overcome its effect. The pinning effect is also related to the
contrast of K1 or A between the defect and the bulk, for instance, voids have K1 = A = 0.
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The domain wall motion around defects is the major contribution to the irreversibility of
a magnetic system.
To understand the mechanism of the magnetization reversal, several models have
been proposed. The Stoner-Wohlfarth (SW) model basically considers only the coherent
rotation of the magnetization. Its energy normally involves two terms which are the
uniaxial anisotropy energy and Zeeman energy

(2.34)
where

is the sum of all anisotropies and

is the angle between the anisotropy axis and

applied field direction [2.71]. During a magnetization reversal process, it tends to follow
a path which would minimize

. The SW model can be used to describe the

magnetization reversal in thin films by adding a shape anisotropy term,
, in the total anisotropy form where

and

are demagnetization factors

perpendicular and parallel to the z-axis [2.71]. To simplify the problem, take
analyze the stability of ESW for small θ where

and

and

. The above

equation for ESW can be written as

(

)

(2.35)

The coercivity field is corresponding to the transition of the system from a stable energy
minimum to an unstable maximum and satisfies the following expression [2.8]

(2.36)
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Despite its limitation in describing the non-coherent rotation process and magnetization
reversal behavior in multi-domain structures, the SW model offers a simple
approximation for other models of granular materials that deal with hysteresis [2.71,
2.72].

2.3.4 Superparamagnetism
A multi-domain structure is not an energy favorable state if the particle size is less
than the critical single domain radius [2.8]
√
(2.37)
It forms a single-domain state instead; for instance, the critical single domain radius for
Fe is around 10 nm [2.3]. The particle undergoes either coherent rotation or nucleation
with the presence of defects under an external magnetic field [2.73]. However, further
reducing the particle size would cause the magnetic moments to jump between two
different stable orientations of the magnetizations under the influence of ambient thermal
energy [2.74]. Therefore, although the magnetization is mostly uniform over the particle
volume, the average magnetization over time is zero above its blocking temperature. The
volume of the particle can be estimated using

(2.38)
where

is the blocking temperature [2.75], which can be retrieved by analyzing the

ZFC/FC curve as shown in Figure 2-13. In order to measure the ZFC curve, the system is
firstly cooled down without the presence of the external magnetic field. Upon reaching
the desired temperature, a small magnetic field is applied and magnetic susceptibility is
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Figure 2-13 ZFC/FC measurement of superparamagnetic system with
blocking temperature TB
measured as a function of rising temperature. The magnitude increases initially since the
increasing thermal energy slowly frees the spins from their frozen state and allows them
to align with the external magnetic field. After reaching the blocking temperature of the
system, the thermal energy outweighs the Zeeman energy, which cause the magnetic
susceptibility drops with further increasing temperature. On the other hand, the FC
measurement requires the system to be cooled in the presence of an external magnetic
field. Due to the magnetic history of the system, the magnetic susceptibility remains a
constant upon passing the blocking temperature. The M-H curve of such system exhibits
a Langevin behavior and has no coercivity above the blocking temperature.
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Chapter 3 : Sample Fabrication and Characterization Methods
In this chapter, the main focus is on various experimental techniques that are used
in this study. It can be divided into two groups, sample fabrication, including a homemade magnetron sputtering system, a home-made cluster deposition system, an AJA
deposition system, annealing system, and sample characterization, including X-Ray
Diffractometer (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM), Alternative Gradient Force Magnetometer (AGFM) Superconducting
Quantum Interference Devices (SQUID), Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS)
and high-temperature resistance measurement system (HTRMS). Many systems have
more than one functionality depending on the setup; however, only the core principle and
functions that are directly related to the project will be discussed here.

3.1 Magnetron Sputtering
A sputtering process describes the phenomenon that energetic particles constantly
bombard the surface of a solid and cause atoms of the solid to be removed during the
process. The sputtering process with the assistant of magnetron cathodes is called
magnetron sputtering which is widely used in both scientific and industrial fields [3.1].

3.1.1 Magnetron Sputtering Principle
Inert gases, such as Argon (Ar), are ionized through natural cosmic radiation.
Under the influence of the electric field, those ions bombard the target surface and emit
secondary electrons which ionize more inert gas particles through electron-atom collision
process. The effectiveness of this process depends on the mass, energy and angle of
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incidence of inert gas ions as well as the mass, surface binding energies, crystallinity and
orientation of the crystallinity of the target [3.2].
Another important factor is the deposition rate. It determines how fast the sputtered
specimen can be condensed on a substrate. It is directly related to the available inert gas
ions and the mean free path of the sputtered atoms. Naturally, increasing the gas pressure
would certainly increase the availability of ions; however, it would also greatly decrease
the mean free path of the sputtered atoms and leads to a drop of sputtering rate. In a
magnetron sputtering process, as shown in Figure 3-1, under the Lorentz force, electrons
are confined near the target surface, which greatly increases the chance of its collision

Figure 3-1 Schematic diagram of the relation between sputtering ring and
target surface flux distribution in magnetron sputtering process. Red dots
are the electron trapped by magnetic flux.
with inert gas particles [3.3]. This allows the sputtering to happen at a relatively low gas
pressure while still yields a reasonable deposition rate. The drawback is the target
material utilization because the sputtering is now determined by the magnetic flux
distribution on the target surface as well. Consequently, the bombardments would occur
in those target surface areas showed in Figure 3-1. In most cases, only 30% of the target
material can be used for the magnetron sputtering process [3.4].
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For a composite target, a stoichiometric sputtering can be established only after
initial pre-sputtering process and with sufficient cooling to the target [3.2]. The
composition of the deposited film could be slightly different from the composition of the
target and may change if the deposition conditions, such as power, inert gas pressure, are
altered [3.1]. In this regard, for composition-sensitive materials such as L10 phase FePt
and CrPt, it is important to establish a fixed deposition condition and monitor their
stoichiometry carefully.
In most cases, increasing the sputtering power and/or decreasing the inert gas
pressure will lead to an increase in sputtering rate, as demonstrated in Figure 3-2.
However, achieving high deposition rate is not always that straightforward. As discussed
above, high target temperature which is induced by high sputtering power could change

Figure 3-2 Sputtering power dependence for NiMn under different inert
gas pressures. Plasma cannot be ignited when the pressure is less than 3
mTorr
the stoichiometry of the deposited film causing a depth profile inside the sample over the
deposition period, which, in most cases, is not desired. Figure 3-2 also shows the
decrease of inert gas pressure would increase the sputtering rate; however, certain gas
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pressure is still required in order to maintain sustainable plasma near the target surface.
For instance, most insulator targets and magnetic targets require high gas pressure (over
30 mTorr) and high sputtering power (50~120 W) to ignite the plasma while other
metallic targets can start as low as 10 W with 3 mTorr gas pressure. The source-substrate
distance is another key factor for controlling the sputtering rate and the further apart of
the source and substrate are, the lower the sputtering rate is. In some cases, low sputtering
rate is desired, for instance, to achieve a uniform deposition over a large area, to lower
the energy of sputtered atoms, and etc.

3.1.2 Radio Frequency (RF) Magnetron Sputtering
For most metal targets, the electric field can be supplied using a direct current (DC)
power supply and the corresponding sputtering process is called DC magnetron
sputtering. However, for insulating/dielectric targets, the positive charges would build up
on the target surface and prevent further bombardment from happening. In this situation,
a RF power supply along with a RF matching box is used. The reflected power can be
minimized through impedance match and the alternative potential on the target surface
could maintain the bombardment from inert gas ions while preventing the surface from
building up charges. One of the disadvantages of RF magnetron sputtering is the slow
deposition rate, which makes depositing thick films time-consuming. Another
disadvantage is that the poor thermal conductivity of the target can cause heat
accumulation in the target and eventually a thermal gradient over the vertical distance.
The uneven thermal expansion could fracture the target over long deposition time.
As described in the previous sections, the sputtering process is greatly influenced
by the magnetic flux configuration on the target surface. Figure 3-3 shows the surface
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Figure 3-3 Magnetic flux distribution on different target surfaces. The
difference could alter the shape and size of the sputtering area.
magnetic flux distribution for different targets. The magnetic flux at the surface of a
magnetic target is much lower comparing with a non-magnetic target due to flux trapping.
This effect leads to significant size and shape differences regarding the sputtering areas,
especially for RF magnetron sputtering process. It can be seen from Figure 3-4 that the
SiO2 film deposited using RF magnetron sputtering without using the nickel underneath

Figure 3-4 Temperature dependent magnetization of SiO2 thin film
deposited without (solid line) and with (dashed line) underneath nickel
sheet. Diamagnetic behavior suggests the elimination of magnetic
contamination.
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sheet shows magnetic signal originated from the magnetic impurities inside the cathode
of the sputtering gun. The magnetic flux distribution can be adjusted by introducing
underneath magnetic sheets as demonstrated in Figure 3-3. Once the magnetic flux
distribution of the SiO2 target become similar to that of Co target, the deposited SiO2 film
shows only diamagnetic signals, as shown in Figure 3-4.

3.1.3 Home-made Cluster Deposition System
The cluster deposition system utilizes the principle of low-energy cluster beam
deposition technique which allows the generated clusters to land onto the substrate
without fragment upon impact [3.5]. The diameter of clusters varies from a few
nanometers to tens of nanometers and normally follows a Gaussian distribution [3.6, 3.7].
As shown in Figure 3-5, the cluster deposition system mainly contains two parts,
the gas-aggregation chamber and the deposition chamber. The gas-aggregation chamber

Figure 3-5 Schematic diagram of the home-made cluster deposition
system. The inner chamber is illustrated using dashed line. Co-sputtering
of the cluster and matrix can be achieved.
is operated under constant cooling by either water or liquid N2. A mixture of Ar and He
gases, acquired by controlling the flow rate of each gas, is introduced directly onto the
surface of the three inch target. The constant flowing of the gas not only supply the gas
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particles for ionization but also prevent small chips from building up on the target surface
which could in time short the sputtering gun.
The sputtered atoms, generated through DC magnetron sputtering process, undergo
interatomic collisions with cooled He atoms and among themselves [3.8]. This process
greatly reduces the kinetic energy of the sputtered atoms allowing them to condense and
form clusters. A high Ar pressure will increase the sputtering rate at the target surface and
eventually increase the probability of the interatomic collisions [3.9, 3.10]. The He partial
pressure can be used to control the cluster size, for instance, decreasing the Ar/He ratio
would generally reduce the size of clusters [3.6]. Normally, the cluster will continue to
grow through cluster-cluster collisions and atomic vapor condensation until it leaves the
gas-aggregation chamber. It is driven through a small aperture due to the pressure
difference between the gas-aggregation chamber and the deposition chamber [3.8].
Clusters can be collected in the depostion chamber where a two inch magnetron
sputtering gun can be used to provide cover/matrix layer for the clusters.
The deposition rate of clusters is monitored in the deposition chamber by a quartz
crystal thickness monitor. The rate can be control by changing the sputtering power,
Ar/He ratio and source-aperture distance. Those factors are also crucial parameters for
determination of cluster sizes. Other influential factors include target composition and
topography. Therefore, it is recommended to monitor the sputtering rate of the cluster
throughout the deposition process.
In principle, cluster size can be control by changing the sputtering power, Ar/He
ratio, gas temperature and source-aperture distance. However, achieving a desired
combination of deposition rate and cluster size is very complicated, mainly because
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changing any of the parameters would have a direct impact on both of them. For instance,
increasing the sputtering power would almost certainly increase the deposition rate, but it
could also shift the cluster size distribution to a larger size. The size distribution can be
measured by TEM as shown in Figure 3-6. Table 3-1 shows the cluster size difference for

Figure 3-6 TEM measurement for C1. Most clusters are well-separated
from each other. The inset is the cluster size distribution.
different deposition conditions. For clusters deposited under liquid N2 cooling, drastically
changing the sputtering power from 18 W to 40 W would greatly increase the average
cluster diameter from 4 nm to 29 nm while small increase from 15 W to 18 W yields little
difference. The Ar/He ratio also plays an important role and particularly, Ar flow rate less
than 100 ccpm normally yields zero sputtering rates. Clusters deposited with water
cooling normally requires more sputtering power to achieve similar sputtering rate as the
one cooled by liquid N2 and the average size of the cluster is also much bigger. Since it is
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Table 3-1 Cluster size for different deposition conditions
ID

Ar:He

C1
C4
C5
D4
C3

1
1
1.5
1.5
1.5

Gun to
Aperture
(cm)
20
20
20
20
20

Power
(W)
18
40
15
18
34

Average
Cluster
Size (nm)
4
29
6
6
20

Inner Chamber
Temperature
(K)
<137
<137
<150
<150
300

Sputteri
ng Rate
(Å/sec)
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

beneficial to have small cluster size for the investigation described in Chapter 4,
deposition condition C1 was used.
Cu(Fe)/SiO2 stack structure is achieved by alternating deposition from the 3 inch
Cu(Fe) cluster source and 2 inch SiO2 source. The separation of the cluster is important
since adjacent clusters would effective increase the size of the confined system and lead
to inconsistency in the sample. When it comes to estimate the amount of clusters being
deposited, the term nominal thickness is used. It reflects the value when the volume of
the deposited cluster is divided by the area of the substrate. Figure 3-7 shows the relation

Figure 3-7 The cluster separation variation of 5 nm diameter Cu(Fe)
clusters regarding cluster nominal thickness
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between cluster separation and continuous deposition. Since it is desired to have cluster
separated, the nominal thickness of 2 Å is commonly used in stack structure. As shown in
Figure 3-5, co-sputtering of the cluster and matrix material can be achieved by tilting the
sample 20º from the cluster incidence. This greatly reduced the sample preparation time
and improves the sample consistency comparing with samples with the stack structure.

3.1.4 Home-made Magnetron Sputtering System
Our home-made magnetron sputtering system has a base pressure of 10-7 Torr and
is equipped with four sputtering guns. Each gun can be connected to either a DC or RF
power supply depending on the target attached and operate independently. Up to eight
samples can be prepared with one pumping cycle, which would greatly improve the
sample consistency. A sample cover is also installed to protect samples that are not being
sputtered. Although sputtering guns have to be turned on manually, both the sample
holder and sample cover can be controlled by a computer through two stepping motors
which can further increase the consistency between samples by eliminating human error.
Another advantage of this system is the flexibility. Replacing the multi-sample holder
and sample cover with other attachments would allow us to deposit thin films under
different conditions, such as high temperature deposition, deposition under a magnetic
field and uniform wafer-size deposition.
This is the main sample fabrication system in the study described in Chapter 5. The
multi-sample holder configuration is used and the deposition condition for each target is
listed in Table 3-2. The deposition rate is measured by micro-balancer method and the
thickness of each layer is controlled by varying the deposition time. At least one mutual
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configuration was used for samples prepared in different pumping cycles to check the
consistency between each series.

Table 3-2 Sample preparation condition for Chapter 5
Target

Power Supply

Power (W)

CoFe
NiFe
CoFeB
MgO
Fe:SiO2

DC
DC
DC
RF
RF

30
30
30
60
60

Gas
Pressure
(mTorr)
5
5
5
10
10

Distance
(cm)
4
4
4
11
5

3.1.5 AJA Magnetron Sputtering System
This is a commercially available system from AJA International, INC.. The system
mainly contains three parts, deposition chamber, loading lock and control rack. Up to
four different targets can be attached to the sputtering guns inside the deposition chamber.
The sample holder is installed on the ceiling of the chamber and can be transferred to the
loading lock without breaking the vacuum in the deposition chamber. A lamp heater is
attached on the back of the sample hanger and can heat the sample holder up to 1100 K.
The sputtered atoms land on the substrate with certain incident angle which can be
adjusted by the node underneath the sputtering gun which manually tilts it to different
angles. Samples with wedge structures can be made with angled deposition. Uniformity
over large area, as illustrated in Figure 3-8, can be achieved by rotating the substrate
holder with 37 rpm. The sample rack inside the loading lock can hold up to six different
sample holders. Once the sample holder is loaded inside the deposition chamber, the
sputtering process is fully automated through a Labview program. Samples with multilayer structure can be easily prepared through proper programing.
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Figure 3-8 Thickness variation of Cr and Pt thin films over large distance
deposited by AJA magnetron sputtering system.
This system is mainly used in the experiments described in Chapter 6. The sample
holder was kept rotating for all depositions except the wedge structure. The deposition
rate and thickness variation of the wedge structure were measured by XRR method. The
CrPt composition is controlled by the deposition time which is fine-tuned by EDX.
Unless mentioned otherwise, all samples are prepared at RT. Table 3-3 lists typical
Table 3-3 Sample preparation condition Chapter 6
Target

Power Supply

Power (W)

Cr
Fe
Pt
SiO2

DC
DC
RF
RF

36
59
36
60

Gas
Pressure
(mTorr)
5
5
5
3

Deposition
Rate
(nm/min)
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.2

deposition condition for this project.

3.2 Sputtering Target Preparation
Most magnetron sputtering targets are commercially available; however, for targets
that require specific composition, it is sometimes efficient and cost-effective to prepare
targets locally.
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3.2.1 Sintered Composite Target
Fine powders of different materials with purity of 99.99% or higher are uniformly
mixed and grinded together. The amount of materials is based on calculation for different
compositions and target sizes. The mixture is then poured into a cylinder die and pressed
by a pneumatic press for several hours. Upon finished, the target will be transferred into a
high temperature furnace and sintered under an Ar/H2 forming gas environment for up to
eighteen hours. The forming gas is mainly to recover or prevent the target oxidation. The
temperature should be set as high as possible yet not exceeding the melting point of any
of the involved elements. The major advantage of this method is the uniformity of the
composition throughout the target. However, the prepared targets would normally have a
smaller density (less than 80%) comparing with alloy targets and are very fragile. The
dimension of the target could not be precisely controlled either, due to the nature of the
sintering process and the composition is fixed for each target. Targets, including CoFeB
and CoFe used in Chapter 5, were prepared using this method.

3.2.2 Target with Chips Attached
As discussed in section 3.1, only certain area of a target is sputtered during the
magnetron sputtering process. For a round shape target, it would form a circular ring on
the target surface and is commonly referred as the sputtering ring. Therefore, by putting
chips of different materials onto those sputtering ring, thin film or clusters with different
composition can be prepared.
As shown in Figure 3-9, the designed Fe concentration for the deposited thin film
can be estimated using the area ratio of the two materials on the sputtering ring, which in
this case is 0.3 at. %. The chip is either commercially available or can be made by arc
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melting. The advantage of this approach is the flexibility of composition control and easy
manufacture. However, the disadvantage is pronounced as well. The composition of the
deposited film cannot be precisely controlled because, as mentioned in previous sections,

Cu

Cu99Fe1

Figure 3-9 A schematic diagram of a Cu target with Cu(Fe) chip attached
the center ring represents the sputtering ring. The composition of the target
is determined by the area ratio of the chips and the rest of the sputtering
ring.
different materials have different sputtering rate. Even when the stoichiometry of the
sputtering becomes constant for one set of sputtering condition, it may vary when the
sputtering condition is changed. The situation worsens when there is magnetic material
involved. The sputtering process not only changes the topographic of the target but also
alters the magnetic flux distribution near the magnetic material which would lead to a
depth profile inside the deposited thin film especially for long time deposition and create
inconsistencies among different samples. Therefore, the stoichiometry of the prepared
sample has to be monitored closely.

3.3 Thermal Annealing System
Thermal annealing is a form of heat treatment which involves heating the specimen
to a specified temperature for a specified period of time and then cooling either naturally
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or at a controlled speed. The purpose of the process varies with different systems. It can
be used to remove internal stresses and instabilities, to alter electrical and magnetic
properties, to refine the crystalline structure, to remove gases, or to produce a definite
micro-structure [3.11]. Through optimizing the annealing process, specimens with a
specified composition and microstructure can be archived. The CA and RTP were mainly
used to achieve L10 phase CrPt and MA was used to introduce unidirectional anisotropy
in exchange bias system. Ar/H2 forming gas was used for all annealing process to
prevent/recover from oxidation.

3.3.1 Conventional Annealing (CA)
The conventional annealing system usually implies a relatively slow heating and
cooling process. There are three stages in the annealing process, namely recovery stage,
recrystallization stage, grain-growth stage [3.12]. During the recovery stage, crystal
defects and internal stresses of the specimen is removed. This stage can occur at a relative
low temperature. During the recrystallization stage, new grains start to nucleate and grow
to replace those deformed by internal stresses. The temperature that is required for this
stage is largely related to the amount of deformations and chemical impurities inside the
specimen [3.13]. Once recrystallization is completed, grain growth will occur by
absorbing nearby grains and the size of the grain is related to both the annealing
temperature and time. Annealing occurs by the diffusion of atoms within a specimen
towards its equilibrium state. Heat is needed to increase the rate of the diffusion process
by providing the energy needed to break and form new boundaries. The process can be
carried in high vacuum or in gas environments such as H2, O2, Ar, etc.. The ramping
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speed used in this study was approximately 30 K per sec and the annealing time is around
5 hours before naturally cooled down to RT.

3.3.2 Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA)
The RTA is similar to CA except that the heating is normally done within several
seconds and has a relatively short annealing time. The rapid increasing of temperature
blurs boundary of the recovery stage and recrystallization stage and allows them to
happen at the same time. The strain introduced by the former would have great influence
on the latter [3.14]. The short annealing time would minimize the grain growth stage
which yields small grain sizes and surface roughness comparing with CA [3.15, 3.16].
The RTA used in this study has a typical ramping speed of 100 K per second with
constant Ar/H2 forming gas flow. The annealing time is 5 min at temperature up to 1073
K and then cooled down to RT within 10 min.

3.3.3 Magnetic Annealing (MA)
The only difference between MA and other annealing methods mentioned above is
the presence of magnetic field during the annealing process. It is widely used as a process
to introduce induced magnetic anisotropy in FM material and exchange bias in AFM/FM
bilayer structures. It not only influences the magnetic properties of the material but may
also change its texture and microstructure [3.17]. The MA used in this study has a similar
ramping/cooling speed as the CA. The annealing time is less than one hour and the
maximum external field is 10 kOe.
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3.4 X-Ray Diffraction
X-rays are electromagnetic radiation which can be produced by striking a solid
target with rapidly moving charged particles, such as electrons [3.18]. Its wavelength can
be estimated by

( )

. It can be seen that, for x-rays with energy

higher than a few keV, its wavelength is comparable with the typical interatomic distance
in solids (a few Å). Therefore it can be used for crystal structure analyses through
reinforced diffraction pattern.

3.4.1 X-Ray Diffractometer (XRD)
When a beam of x-rays strikes a crystalline sample, it interacts with electronic
shells of atoms in the sample. It will either be transmitted, in which case it will continue
along its original path, or it will be scattered by the electrons of those atoms in the
material [3.19]. All the atoms in the path of the x-ray beam scatter x-rays. In most cases,
the scattered waves interfere destructively with each other, with the exception of special
orientations where Bragg's law is satisfied.
Figure 3-10 shows an ideal situation where a parallel x-ray beam, with incident
angle of θ, s d ffra ted by a rystal latt e separated by a d stan e d. The two outgoing
beams can be completely in phase only if their path difference is equal to an integer (n)
multiple the wavelength (λ), n  2dsin( ) . h s relat on s nown as ragg’s law wh h
is the foundation of X-ray d ffra t on analys s.

ragg’s law does not only apply to

adjacent crystal planes and can be generalized using Miller indices (hkl)
n  2d hklsin( hkl ) , where dhkl incorporates higher orders of diffraction i.e. n greater than

1.
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Figure 3-10 Schematic diagram of XRD process where θ is the incident
angle and d is the lattice spacing
The angle between the transmitted and Bragg diffracted beams is always equal to
2θ as a onsequen e of the geo etry of the

ragg ond t on. herefore, for a th n f l

sa ple, a oupled θ-2θ measurement is used to achieve the x-ray diffraction pattern. By
carefully analyzing the x-ray diffraction pattern, information such as crystal orientation,
interplanar spacing, lateral grain size, crystallinity, crystal phase, stress, and etc., can be
retrieved.

3.4.2 X-RAY Reflectometry (XRR)
Similar to XRD, when X-ray beam encounters an interface from two materials, due
to the change of refractive index, part of the beam is reflected and will interact
onstru t ely f the ragg’s law s sat sf ed. he n dent angle has to be s all enough
so that the reflection can be treated classically [3.20].
The XRR measures the intensity of x-rays reflected from an interface as a function
of incident angle. For a single layer film, the reflected intensity oscillates and if the
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difference between the two reflected waves is a multiple of the incident wavelength (λ),
the maximum of intensity appears.

m  2d1  i2  2 1 , m  0,1,2...

(3.1)

where d1 is the layer thickness, θi is the incidence angle, and δ1 is the parameter of
dispersion. For multilayer structures, however, it becomes much more complicated since
it involves the contributions from all layers. In order to characterize the multilayer
structure, simulation software Leptos from Bruker AXS, can be used. This software can
easily build up layer structures from the substrate to the capping layer. By carefully
adjusting parameters of each layer, such as thickness, roughness, density of each material,
it can generate a simulation curve which will match the measured curve from XRR.
Through this process, the previous mentioned parameters can be estimated. Figure 3-11
shows a typical XRR measurement and its simulation curve which yields a thickness of

Figure 3-11 XRR measurement (black) and simulation curve (red) for Pt
thin film. The fitting would reveal information such as film thickness,
roughness and density, etc.
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7.79 nm and 0.53 nm surface roughness. The range for all measurement was fixed from
0.1° to 5° with an interval of 0.005° measured at 0.2°/min.

3.4.3 Rigaku D/Max-B (Rigaku) & Bruker-AXS D8 Discover (Bruker)
Both systems can function as XRD and XRR. The Rigaku is simple to operate and
uses Co Kα rad at on (λ = 0.1790 nm) which is suitable for ferruginous samples. The
Bruker, on the other hand, uses Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.1541 n ) and can offer a better
resolution with proper setups. Its sample holder offers more flexibility in sample
mounting and allows sample size larger than one inch. The Bruker also provides more
functionality with different attachment options, such as sample heater, general area
detector diffraction system (GADDS), and etc.

3.5 Electron Microscope (EM)
Figure 3-12 shows the signals that can be emitted due to interactions between beam
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Figure 3-12 Schematic diagram of signals emitted from specimens due to
interaction with beam electrons, which are used in different
characterization tools.
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electrons and the specimen [3.21, 3.22]. All these signals carry certain information about
the specimen and can be used for characterization. The EM has been demonstrated to be a
powerful tool when it comes to studying the microscopic features of all kinds of
specimens. It utilizes the electron beam to illuminate the subject of interest and provides
images with extremely high magnification which is several orders beyond the reach of
any optical microscope. There are several different types of EMs depending on the signal
it collects and uses for analysis, among which, TEM and SEM are used in this study.

3.5.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
TEM is the first type of EM that was developed around 1930s [3.23]. It can create
high resolution images by letting a high voltage electron beam (200 kV for JEOL 2010
TEM) pass through the specimen.
Once the electron beam is created from the source chamber, it is converged and
filtered by a series of apertures and electromagnetic/electrostatic lenses. The main
purpose is to acquire a broad parallel electron beam with defined energy [3.23]. The
beam then goes through the thin specimen while being scattered. There are mainly two
scattering processes. One is the inelastic scattering which is caused by the interaction
between beam electrons and the orbital electrons of the specimen atoms. It leads to a
small deviation from the original path of the beam and generate a continuous background
noise. On the contrary, the elastic scattering is due to the interaction between beam
electrons and the nuclei of the atoms in the specimen. It, along with the un-scattered
beam electron, is the main source to the TEM image. The image is then projected onto a
fluorescent screen or CCD camera after focused by projection lenses. For crystalline
specimen, the most important scattering is due to the Bragg diffraction. Since the
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wavelength of the electron used in TEM is much smaller than the wavelength of x-ray
and can operate on a smaller area, it can offer much more detailed information regarding
the crystallinity of the specimen compared with XRD.
As mention above, the specimen measured by TEM must be really thin (100nm or
less) to allow the electron beam to pass with minimized inelastic scattering. It can be
realized by depositing samples directly onto a TEM grid. This method works well for
cluster samples; however, most thin film samples require specific substrates to grow on in
order to achieve certain properties. In this case, the substrate has to be thinner through a
series of polishing processes. Firstly, it should be carefully polished with different grade
of sand papers and then milled using our precision ion polishing system.

3.5.2 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
Similar to the TEM, SEM also utilizes electrons to create images. The emitted
electron beam is refined by a series of apertures and electromagnetic/electrostatic lenses.
However, the beam is focused on the specimen surface instead of transmitting through it
[3.22]. This is a crucial step for SEM because the resolution of the image is typically
related to the final spot size. The beam then scans along a pattern of parallel lines. During
the scanning, the electron beam can penetrate up to several micrometers into the
specimen depending on the beam setup and specimen type. The interactions between the
beam electrons and electrons in the specimen cause the emission of secondary electrons
near the sample surface. These secondary electrons are then collected by an electron
detector and their intensity distribution is plotted on the screen to form a SEM image
[3.21]. Therefore, the brightness of the image is directly related to the number of
secondary electrons that can be detected. A steep surface tends to have a shorter escape
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distance for secondary electrons and make them easier to emit from the surface which
ultimately leads to a brighter image comparing with a flat surface. This allows the SEM
to produce three-dimensional apparent image for the specimen [3.21]. Since most
secondary electrons are originated from a few nanometers from the surface, the image
can be used to analyze the morphology of the specimen [3.22, 3.24].

3.5.3 Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX)
It can be seen from Figure 3-12, for all EM system, there is also x-ray emissions,
which are originated from the inelastic scattering of the beam electrons when interacting
with the electrons of specimen atoms [3.25]. During the interaction, an inner shell
electron from the atom is ejected. The vacancy left behind is then filled by an outer shell
electron and an x-ray or Auger electron will be emitted during the process [3.22]. The
energy of the x-ray is characteristic to each element inside the specimen. It carries rich
information regarding the sample composition and can be detected by an EDX system.
Chemical elements starting with atomic number 6 can be identified with this method
[3.22]. Hence, the morphology and composition information can be obtained
simultaneously which grants us the ability to map the element distribution of the
specimen.

3.6 Alternative Gradient Force Magnetometer (AGFM)
AGFM uses an alternating gradient field to produce a periodic force on a sample
that is placed in a variable/static DC field. Samples are mounted on an extension rod
attached to a piezoelectric unit and experience an alternating force due to the alternating
field gradient. The amount of the force is proportional to the magnitude of the gradient
field, the magnetic moment of the sample and the intensity of the applied field. The
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resulting deflection of the extension rod is transmitted to the piezoelectric sensing unit
and is proportional to the total moment of the sample [3.26]. The output from the
piezoelectric unit is detected synchronously at the operating frequency of the gradient
field using a lock-in amplifier. Since the signal developed by the piezoelectric unit is
greatly enhanced by operating at or near the mechanical frequency of the assembly, a
tuning process is necessary to counter the mass change between different samples [3.27].
One major concern about the AGFM is the magnetic gradient field during the
measurement. It can cause errors for soft magnetic materials when their coercivity is the
same order of magnitude as the gradient field [3.26], which in our system is 4 Oe, 0.4 Oe
and 0.04 Oe respectively. Alternative measurement method must be considered.
Magnetic fields, as high as 13 kOe, can be applied by our AGFM system (Princeton
Measurements Micromag 2900) and the field direction can be either parallel or
perpendicular to the sample surface depending on the probe used. The sample size can be
as large as 5 mm x 5 mm x 2 mm. For samples with good signal noise ratio, the whole
hysteresis loop can be measured less than one minute which is very fast comparing with
other techniques such as VSM or SQUID. As the magnetic moment approaching the
sensitivity of the system (10 μemu), the averaging time of the measurement must be
increased at least 5 times in order to obtain analyzable data.

3.7 Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUID)
SQUID is one of the most sensitive techniques for magnetic measurements. It can
measure very small changes in magnetic flux even when a large magnetic static field is
presented.
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Figure 3-13 shows a schematic diagram of a SQUID magnetometer. Pick-up coils,
including two end coils and one central coil, are connected in such a way that the induced
current due to magnetic flux change in each coil would be accumulated to enhance the

Figure 3-13 Schematic diagram of SQUID magnetometer, all wires are in
their superconducting state.
signal. The magnetic field is produced by a superconducting magnet and is uniformly
distributed throughout the pick-up coil area. The detection coil, in this setup, involves a
superconducting ring with two Josephson junctions which include two superconducting
materials separated by a thin layer of insulator [3.28, 3.29]. During the operation, a DC
bias current is applied to the ring and kept constant through a feedback loop. Taking
Reciprocating Sample Option (RSO) measurement for instance, the sample quickly
oscillates through the central pick-up coil, causing a periodic magnetic flux change. With
the help of lock-in amplifier to lock the frequency, the detection coil is able to counter the
flux change by applying a voltage which is recorded and later fitted to an ideal dipole
moment response. The sensitivity can be as high as 5×10-9 emu [3.30]. The tradeoff is the
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measurement time. In order to minimize the background noise, the superconducting
magnet is kept at persistent mode during each measurement. It would normally take
significantly longer time to measure a full hysteresis loop comparing with AGFM or
VSM.
Samples can be mounted in a straw with vertical length less than 5 mm in our
SQUID system. Samples were handled with plastic/ceramic tools and the deformation of
the straw was carefully evaded to avoid contamination [3.31]. Measurements, such as
magnetization vs. temperature curve as well as typical hysteresis loops, can be performed
in the temperature range from 1.8 K to 400 K with applied magnetic field of up to 7 T.
The sensitivity with RSO is in the order of 10-7 emu with EverCool attachment. With the
magnet reset option, the trapped field inside the superconducting magnet can be easily
removed if a large field is previous applied.

3.8 Vibrating-Sample Magnetometer (VSM)
Ever since its invention in 1955, VSM has become the most common tool to
measure magnetic properties due to its simplicity, flexibility and durability accompanied
with reasonable sensitivity (10-6 emu) [3.26].
As shown in Figure 3-14, the sample is attached to a vibrating rod normally driven
by a voice coil. A uniform static magnetic field is used to magnetize the sample. Due to
the vibration, the magnetic stray field created by the sample would change the magnetic
flux in the pick-up coils and can be sensed in the form of a voltage signal. A lock-in
amplifier at a frequency specified by the signal from the sample vibrator is used to
measure the signal. Since the signal measured by the pick-up coils is directly related to
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Figure 3-14 Schematic diagram of VSM. The sample size is chosen for
clear view not based on real system scale.
the magnetization of the sample, the voltage signal can be converted to magnetization of
the sample through a calibration process [3.32].
Our VSM is an option of PPMS with a superconducting magnet. Since no magnet
reset option is available, the trapped field must be considered if a large field is previous
applied. It can operate at a large temperature range of 2 – 800 K with magnetic fields of
up to 9 T. The sensitivity of the measurement is on the order of 10-6 emu. The
measurement time is close to that of the AGFM; however, the sample size is far less than
the latter in order to mimic the dimension of a magnetic dipole.

3.9 Resistance Measurement System
Most resistance measurements in this study are carried under high/low temperature
environment. The resistance measurement is carried by a four point probe method on all
samples. The advantage of this setup is the negligible resistivity contribution from the
contacts. During each measurement, the system alters the polarization of the current
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passing through the sample, which greatly reduces the error caused by thermoelectric
EMFs.

3.9.1 Resistivity Measurement Module of PPMS
As a part of the PPMS, the measure can be performed in a sealed environment and
the temperature can vary from 2 to 300 K. Magnetic fields as high as 9 T can also be
applied to study the magnetic field related resistivity change. Up to 3 samples can be
measured simultaneously. This system is used to study the low temperature behavior of
the Kondo system. The sample size is 2 mm x 0.5 mm x 50 nm, which has a typical
resistance less than 1 ohm.

3.9.2 High Temperature Resistance Measurement System (HTRMS)
The home-made HTRMS was developed to fulfill two purposes: first, to monitor
the resistance change during MA process; second, to perform high temperature resistance
measurement for the test subject. Samples are sealed in an Ar/H2 forming gas
environment and can be heated up to 623 K with external magnetic field up to 10 kOe.
The system is controlled by a Labview program and information such as temperature,
magnetic field, current and voltage can be recorded simultaneously. It was used to study
the annealing effect and high temperature characterization of MTJ in Chapter 6. The
typical resistance of the MTJ used in this study is in the order of kOhm.
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Chapter 4 : Kondo Effect in Isolated Cu(Fe) Particles
When magnetic material is doped as impurities inside non-magnetic metallic matrix,
the interaction between the impurity spin and conduction electron spins could give rise to
interesting phenomena, such as Kondo effect [4.2]. The advance in material engineering,
nanofabrication and implementation of new experimental methods push the study of the
Kondo effect further into low-dimensional systems such as quantum dots, clusters and
even atoms [4.3-6]. For such system, the interaction cannot fully extend in all three
dimensions and it offers new insight to the Kondo effect. Ever since, the interest in the
nano-scale properties of such system grows exponentially, both in experiments and
theories [4.7, 4.8].
Most efforts have been devoted on finding the existence of the Kondo screening
cloud. Although predicted by many, this phenomenon has not been observed
experimentally [4.9-11]. One of the many reasons is that, in most cases, the Kondo
screening cloud diameter is much smaller than the dimensions of the investigated systems,
even for nanoscale Kondo effect studies [4.12, 4.13]. Theory has predicted that the low
temperature behavior of the Kondo effect, namely the flatten part of the magnetic
susceptibility, would develop prematurely due to the underscreening of the conduction
election [4.12]. Allowing the Kondo screening cloud to develop fully would make it
difficult to observe such effect.
Using confined clusters to study the behavior of low dimensional Kondo effect has
been proposed to be able to separate nanoscale effect from the bulk [4.12]. As
demonstrated in Figure 4-1, the Kondo screening cloud can be restrained by putting
magnetic impurities within a metallic cluster embedded in an insulating matrix, with
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Figure 4-1 Non-magnetic metal clusters inside an insulating matrix. The
Clusters are doped with magnetic impurities and are well separated from
each other to prevent interaction.
dimensions smaller than that of the Kondo screening cloud [4.12]. Although the
characteristic resistivity measurements are difficult to perform for such system, we can
still investigate the Kondo effect by studying its magnetic properties as described in
Section 2.2.4.

4.1 Experimental Design
The clusters were generated in a home-made cluster-deposition system using DC
magnetron sputtering as described in Section 3.1.3. The base pressure of the aggregation
chamber where the clusters condensed in-flight is in the order of 10-8 Torr with liquid
Nitrogen cooling, while the deposition chamber is operated at 10-6 Torr at the room
temperature. A three-inch composite target was prepared using the method described in
Section 3.2.2. It was designed to give a certain Fe concentration in the Cu(Fe) clusters.
A pressure differential between the aggregation and deposition chambers drove the
clusters through a 7 mm orifice and onto a 25 µm thick Kapton film substrate at ambient
temperature. An insulating matrix of SiO2 was sputtered either simultaneously or in turn
onto the substrate in the deposition chamber to ensure the isolation of the individual
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copper clusters. The substrate normal was tilted 20º from the cluster incidence and 70 º
from the SiO2 particle beam for optimal co-deposition, while remain 90 º for samples
with stack structure. Unless specified otherwise, cluster layers are reported in nominal
thickness. The cluster size distribution was determined by the TEM from a Cu(Fe) cluster
layer covered by SiO2 deposited on a copper grid. As described in Section 3.1.3, it is
important to prepare clusters with small sizes, since the Fe atoms presented in the cluster
would be minimized for a given Fe concentration. Therefore, the sputtering condition
labeled as C1 in Section 3.1.3 was used for the cluster deposition where Ar/He ratio was
1, gun to aperture distance was 20 cm and the DC sputtering power was 18W.
Cu(Fe) thin films with the same Fe concentration was deposited on Si/SiO2
substrate from the 2 inch sputtering gun. The film thick is 50 nm and the sample is cut
into a bar shape to perform the temperature dependent resistance measurement. The
resistance measurement was carried by the resistivity measurement module of PPMS at
temperature from 2 K to 300 K using 4 point measurement as described in Section 3.9.1.
Magnetic measurements were performed on the Cu(Fe) cluster samples. The cosputtered samples consist of approximately 16% volume percent of Cu(Fe) clusters in a
780 nm thick SiO2 matrix deposited on a Kapton film substrate while the stacked samples
have the following structure, Kapton/ [Cu(Fe) (2Å)/SiO2(3nm)]200. The one square inch
flexible substrate was then folded into a hollow cylinder of 3 mm height and 5 mm in
diameter for measurement in a SQUID magnetometer. The ZFC measurement for the
samples covered the temperature range of 2 K to 150 K with an applied field of 200 Oe.
Kapton film has been used as substrate in many systems due to its superior
dimensional stability, small coefficient of thermal expansion and high glass transition
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temperature [4.14, 4.15]. Figure 4-2(a) shows the volume dependent magnetization of the
Kapton film substrate cut from different places and reveals a linear behavior which
suggests the substrate magnetic properties are quite consistent. Similar to SiO2, the
Kapton film shows clear diamagnetic behavior as demonstrated in Figure 4-2(b).

Figure 4-2 (a) Room temperature volume dependent magnetization and (b)
ZFC/FC measurement under 1 kOe magnetic field of Kapton film substrate.
The consistency of property make Kapton suitable to serves as a substrate in
this research

4.2 Kondo effect in Cu(Fe) thin film
The film sample that contains 0.3 at.% Fe was prepared for resistivity measurement
and showed clear Kondo behavior as demonstrated in Figure 4-3. A resistivity minimum
followed by logarithmic temperature dependence is observed below 10 K. As the
temperature decreases further, the resistivity shows a tendency towards saturation. The
effect is suppressed by the present of an external magnetic field which is a common
phenomenon for the Kondo effect [4.16].
The measured result was fitted using the empirical numerical renormalizationgroup (NRG)-like equation
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where ρ0 is the residual resistivity, TK s the Kondo te perature, and ξs and αs are fitting

Figure 4-3 Temperature dependence of resistance of Cu(Fe) thin film with
0.3 at.% Fe under no magnetic field (black square) and 6 T field (red dot)
in log scale. The Kondo effect is suppressed by the present of the magnetic
field.
parameters [4.17]. Detailed information regarding this method can be found in the
literature [4.17, 4.18]. As shown in Figure 4-4, a reasonably good fitting can be achieved
using the above equation. The corresponding Kondo temperature acquired from the
fitting for samples with 0.3 at. % Fe and 1 at. % Fe are 4.2 K and 0.3 K respectively. The
drop of Kondo temperature with increasing Fe concentration is consistent with the
previous studies [4.19, 4.20]. he Kondo s reen ng length ξK can be estimated using the
following equation from Section 2.2.3 [4.21].

(2.25)
where υF=1.57×106 m/s is the Fermi velocity of Cu [4.22]. Therefore the estimated
Kondo screening length for Fe in Cu is around 3µm.
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Figure 4-4 Resistivity fitting (dashed line) with Eq. 4.1 for Cu(Fe) with (a)
0.3 at.% Fe and (b) 1 at.% Fe

4.3 Characterization of Cu(Fe) Cluster Embedded in SiO2 Matrix
As revealed by the TEM image in Figure 4-5, the Cu(Fe) clusters are well separated

Figure 4-5 TEM image of Cu(Fe) clusters deposited on TEM grid.
The insert is the cluster size distribution measured from the sample.
Most clusters are well separated from each other.
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from each other which eliminates the interaction between clusters. The shadow around
the cluster is likely due to the strain effect around this nanometer-scale chemical zone
[4.23]. The inset of Figure 4-5 also shows the clusters have an average diameter of
around 4 nm which is much smaller than the estimated Kondo-cloud screening length. A
4 nm Cu cluster with FCC structure roughly contains 3000 Cu atoms. If it contains 0.3 at.%
Fe impurity, there will be around 9 Fe atoms inside each cluster. In this case, the average
Fe-Fe distance is close to 1.6 nm.
The ZFC measurement for co-sputtered Cu(Fe) clusters with 0.3 at.% Fe is shown
in Figure 4-6. The curve shows clear paramagnetic-like behavior and no downturn was
observed above 2 K. It can be fitted reasonably well with the following expression,

Figure 4-6 ZFC measurement of 0.3 at.% Fe-doping Cu clusters with 200
Oe applied field where the solid line is the fitting with Curie-Weiss law
and the dashed line is the fitting with the Curie law. The inset is the M-H
curve measured at 2 K where the dashed line is the fitting using Brillouin
function with S=1 and 3/2.
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(4.2)
where

represents the temperature-independent term while the second term is due to the

impurities plus Kondo interactions and θ is considered as an interaction temperature. The
fitting yields θ = -0.7 K, which indicates an AFM interaction. If the interaction is indeed
the Kondo interaction, then we have TK = 0.7 K which is significantly smaller than the
value acquired in bulk system [4.20], suggesting the Kondo interaction is suppressed by
the reduced size of the system. Figure 4-6 inset shows the M(H) curve after removing the
diamagnetic background, and a reasonable fitting can be achieved using the Brillouin
function with S = 1. As shown in Table 4-1, samples with stack structure show similar
low temperature behaviors and the increase of Fe concentration also suppresses the
Kondo effect.

Table 4-1 Cu(Fe) clusters with different structure and Fe concentration
Fe concentration (at. %)
0.3
0.15
0.3
0.15

Structure
Co-sputtering
Co-sputtering
Stack
Stack

θ (K)
-0.7
-0.9
-0.6
-1.0

Since the Fe atoms are randomly distributed in the Cu matrix, they are likely to
experience coupling due to RKKY interactions. If these interactions are predominantly
AFM, then they may mimic or mask the Kondo effect, because both mechanisms reduce
the low-temperature susceptibility with respect to the Curie 1/T law. The interaction
effect must be treated quantum-mechanically, because the Kondo effect consists in the
discrete flipping of individual spins, and such a quantum-mechanical flipping can also be
caused by AFM interactions. A classical interaction would yield an unphysical
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continuous "wiggling" of the coupled spins and blur the discrete character of the Kondo
effect.
ased on

r.

o s ’s al ulat on, for interacting spin-1 particles, the spin-1/2

Pauli matrices must be replaced by the spin operators [4.25]:

Sx =

0 1 0
0 -1 0
1 0 0
1 
i 
1 0 1; Sy =
1 0 -1; Sz =  0 0 0 


2 0 1 0
2  0 1 0
0 0 -1

(4.3)

For isolated Fe particles in a field H = H ez, only the last matrix is important, and the
susceptibility is given by the Brillouin function B1(x). We consider pairs of S = 1 spins S1
and S2, coupled by Heisenberg exchange - J S1·S2. The interactions can then be written as
direct products of the matrices of Eq. 4.3 for S1 and S2. The diagonalization of the
resulting 9 × 9 matrix yields an S = 2 quintuplet of energy - J, an S = 1 triplet of energy +

Figure 4-7 Energy levels for two interacting S = 1 atoms with (a) FM and
(b) AFM RKKY interaction.
J, and an S = 0 singlet of energy +2J. Figure 4-7 shows these levels for positive (FM) and
negative (AFM) values of J.
In the FM case, the main contribution to the susceptibility comes from the FM
quintuplet, bottom of Figure 4-7(a), with small corrections due to the triplet. For AFM
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coupling the situation is more complicated. The AFM ground state (S = 0) does not
contribute to the susceptibility, but the S = 1 triplet is fairly close to the singlet and gives
rise to a Van-Vleck-type susceptibility. Physically, the singlet and triplet states mean that
the two coupled spin-1 atoms involve four spin-1/2 electrons with "two spins up, two
spins down" (singlet) and "three spins up, one spin down" (triplet), and the corresponding
wave functions are obtained by diagonalizing the above-mentioned 9 × 9 matrix.
The susceptibilities are readily obtained via the partition functions belonging to
Figure 4-7 (a) and (b). In the FM case (a) the result is, in lowest order, equal to the
susceptibility predicted by the Brillouin function B2(x). In the AFM case (b) the lowestorder susceptibility is zero, but there is a small Van-Vleck contribution proportional to
the small parameter  = exp(-|J|/kBT). By contrast, the triplet correction to the FM
quintuplet is of the order  = exp(-2|J|/kBT). Figure 4-8 compares the corresponding
susceptibility contributions and it can be seen that the contribution from the AFM
coupling is quite small. As described in the previous section, in the present case, the

Figure 4-8 Susceptibility of non-interacting and interacting Fe atoms in
Cu.
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average Fe-Fe distance is 1.6 nm for samples with 0.3 at.% Fe impurity. Systematic
experimental and theoretical studies on the RKKY interaction of Fe atoms in Cu have
been carried by professor Wiesendanger’s group. Around the distance of 1.6 nm, the
RKKY exchange is either negative with small magnitude, less than about 0.5 K in
temperature units, or even positive [4.1]. Therefore, it should not interfere greatly with
the Kondo effect at such distance.

4.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have observed the Kondo effect in dilute Cu:Fe thin-film
samples. Our magnetic susceptibility measurements indicate that the effect is reduced in
isolated Cu:Fe particles. This is ascribed to the strong reduction of the Kondo screening
cloud, which cannot be bigger than the particle size, and consistent with theoretical
predictions. RKKY interactions between Fe atoms in one cluster are estimated to yield
very small corrections.
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Chapter 5 : Magnetization Reversal in TransitionMetal/Fe:SiO2 Thin Films
Magnetic-field sensors have a significant impact on many different areas of
modern society and technology [5.1]. This applies, in particular, to magnetic field sensors
using MTJs, which have attracted much attention in recent decades due to high MR ratios
[5.2-4]. MTJ sensing devices normally contain multilayer structures where a softmagnetic free layer serves as the sensing element. Those soft magnetic materials are
commonly required to have high permeability and very small hysteresis loss [5.5-9]. At
present, this is achieved by finding novel magnetic materials [5.7, 5.10], using MFCs [5.6,
5.11], employing heat treatments in different environments [5.9, 5.12], and/or performing
nanofabrication to exploit or to eliminate shape anisotropy [5.9, 5.12, 5.13]. All the
methods mention above have their advantages and disadvantages, but most importantly,
they are not mutually exclusive so that they can be implemented simultaneously. Finding
a new mechanism to improve the free layer would simply add a new freedom in magnetic
sensor design.
The aim of this chapter is to describe the development of a multilayered thin film to
improve the performance of the soft FM layer for sensor applications. The concept of
using multilayered magnetic systems has been widely used in recording media industry to
improve the performance of the writability of the media, in form of exchange-spring
magnets [5.14-16]. In this study, a ferromagnetic-superparamagnetic bilayer system was
proposed to be able to reduce the coercivity and/or enhance the reversibility of the soft
magnetic layer. By investigating the magnetic properties of various TM alloy layers
adjacent to a layer of very soft superparamagnetic Fe particles embedded in a SiO2 matrix,
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a performance improvement of the TM layer has been established in all samples through
a mechanism different from the exchange-spring magnets.

5.1 Experimental Design
The magnetron sputtering system described in Section 3.1.4 was used for the thin
film deposition of all layers. It is commonly operated at a base pressure of 10-7 Torr with
a multi-sample holder option attached. All sputtering targets were prepared in our lab
through the sintering process described in Section 3.2.1, except the MgO and the NiFe
targets which were commercially available. All metallic targets were sputtered using DC
magnetron sputtering while MgO and Fe:SiO2 were sputtered using RF. All samples were
prepared on Si/SiO2 substrates at the room temperature. The TM alloys were sputtered
under the influence of a small magnetic field, less than 30 Oe, due to the magnetic flux
from sputtering guns. No post annealing process was used.
Granular Fe:SiO2 was deposited onto different TM alloy films including permalloy
(NiFe), HCP CoFe, and amorphous CoFeB. The thickness of the soft-magnetic layer was
kept constant for each series of samples, namely 20 nm NiFe, 5 nm CoFe, and 5 nm
CoFeB, while the Fe:SiO2 films have thicknesses varying from zero to 70 nm. Figure 5-1

Figure 5-1 Soft-magnetic bilayer structure (schematic)
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shows the schematic structure of such bilayer film. The Fe clusters are expected to be
well separated not only from each other inside the SiO2 matrix but also from the TM
layers, which means no direct exchange interaction between particles. Single layer thin
films of the TM and of the Fe:SiO2 were also prepared for characterization purposes.
The M(H) magnetization curves were measured by AGFM with the magnetic field
applied in the film plane. A typical sample size is 3 x 3 mm2 and a gradient field of 0.04
Oe/mm was used for the AGFM measurements. SQUID was used to characterize the
magnetic properties of the pure Fe:SiO2 thin film.

5.2 Magnetic Properties of TM/Fe:SiO2 Bilayer Systems
5.2.1 Properties of Fe:SiO2
The Fe:SiO2 composite target contains 70 at.% Fe, corresponding to a volume
fraction of about 38% Fe in the granular film. It has been demonstrated in the previous
studies that Fe particles in the granular film have an average size of less than 10 nm and
are

a nly b

α-Fe [5.17-19]. Since the volume fraction of Fe in the Fe:SiO2 granular

films (38%) is below the percolation threshold of about 55%, the Fe particles are mostly
isolated from each other in the amorphous SiO2 matrix [5.20]. The particles are very
small and therefore expected to be superparamagnetic single-domain particles, with
fluctuating net moments and vanishing coercivity above their blocking temperature [5.17].
Figure 5-2 shows the M-H curve of a single layer Fe:SiO2 granular film. The M-H
curve exhibits a very small coercivity Hc, judging from the step size of the measurement,
Hc is less than 50 mOe. Figure 5-2 inset(b) shows the ZFC/FC curve measured from 5 K
to 300 K in a magnetic field of 100 Oe. The ZFC/FC measurement shows the
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Figure 5-2 M-H curve of single layer Fe:SiO2 granular film. The right
inset is the FC/ZFC curve of the same film and left inset is the enlarged
view of the M-H curve in the dashed box region
superparamagnetic behavior, and from the figure, a blocking temperature of about 38 K
was estimated. As described in Section 2.3.4,

and the bulk anisotropy of Fe is

roughly 0.05 MJ/m3, it gives the Fe particle of 7.9 nm in diameter. This result is in fair
agreement with the above-mentioned value of 10 nm [5.18, 5.21]. Detailed information
regarding the properties of the Fe:SiO2 thin films can be found in the references [5.17,
5.18, 5.20, 5.22]. To summarize the magnetic properties of the pure Fe:SiO2, the thin film
is superparamagnetic, which has hysteresis loops without inflections and a very small
coercivity.

5.2.2 CoFe/Fe:SiO2
As demonstrated in the inset in Figure 5-3, the in-plane hysteresis loops of the
CoFe samples are magnetically isotropic, despite the presence of a magnetic field during
deposition. For the bilayer samples, 31% to 87% of the magnetization of the sample is
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contributed by the Fe:SiO2 layer, depending on its thickness. The coercivity initially

Figure 5-3 Bilayer coercivity as a function of the Fe:SiO2 thickness. The
inset shows the in-plane hysteresis loops of CoFe (5 nm)/Fe:SiO2
(30 nm)bilayer sample along two orthogonal directions.
drops steeply as the thickness of the Fe:SiO2 layer increases and then slowly approaches
to a constant, as shown in Figure 5-3. The best improvement was achieved for samples
with Fe:SiO2 layer larger than 30 nm. The coercivity changed from 37.5 Oe (without
Fe:SiO2) to 6.6 Oe (with 30 nm Fe:SiO2). No obvious change was observed for the
permeability near zero field in all samples.

5.2.3 NiFe/Fe:SiO2
Due to the presence of a small external magnetic field during deposition, an easy
axis and a hard axis were formed in the film plane of the NiFe(20 nm)/Fe:SiO2(x nm)
sample. The coercivity reduction due to addition of Fe:SiO2 layer was also observed and
follows a similar trend as CoFe. Figure 5-4 shows the hysteresis loops for typical NiFe
films with and without Fe:SiO2. Depending on Fe:SiO2 layer thicknesses, the
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magnetization contribution from the Fe:SiO2 is between 14% and 70%. Although all
samples with Fe:SiO2 measured along easy axis exhibit some decrease in coercivity, the
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Figure 5-4 Hysteresis loops of easy axis (a) and hard axis (b) of 20 nm
NiFe films with 40 nm Fe:SiO2 (solid red line) and without Fe:SiO2
(dashed black line).
best improvements were achieved for samples with 40 nm Fe:SiO2 (Figure 5-4(a)). The
coercivity along easy axis changed from 1.57 Oe (without Fe:SiO2 top layer) to 1.04 Oe
(with 40 nm Fe:SiO2 top layer), but the permeability did not exhibit noticeable change.
The coercivity along the hard axis was about 0.7 Oe, which is the same as in the pure
NiFe sample, but the permeability was increased by a factor of 2, as shown in Figure
5-4(b).
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5.2.4 CoFeB/Fe:SiO2
Similar to the NiFe samples, the amorphous CoFeB samples also exhibit an easy
axis and a hard axis due to the presence of the magnetic field. The magnetization
contribution from the Fe:SiO2 layer varies from 35% to 88% depending on the Fe:SiO2
layer thickness. Figure 5-5(a) shows that the coercivity along both the easy and hard axis
of the CoFeB samples drops as the thickness of Fe:SiO2 layer increases and slowly

Figure 5-5 Bilayer coercivity as a function of the Fe:SiO2 thickness
measured along easy axis. The inset shows hysteresis loops of un-covered
(black dashed line) and Fe:SiO2 (70 nm)-covered (red solid line) CoFeB
films, both measured along the hard axis.
approaches a minimum value. The permeability for the easy axis remains almost constant
as the Fe:SiO2 thickness increases, but the permeability along the hard axis increases by a
factor 5 companied with the coercivity change from 3.75 Oe to 1.77 Oe as shown in
Figure 5-5(b).

5.3 Micromagnetic Origin of Coercivity Reduction
The hysteresis of the films, including coercivity and loop slope, is determined by
magnetization processes which largely depend on the interaction between the Fe particles
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and the TM films. As described in the previous sections, the Fe clusters are typically
well-separated from each other and from the continuous TM film by an insulating SiO2
matrix, so the hysteresis-loop changes of the preceding section cannot be explained by
the interatomic exchange. However, the quasi-infinite character of the TM layers leads to
the formation and motion of domain walls [5.23], so that the Fe particles can affect the
pinning behavior of the walls by magnetostatic interactions.
The simplest approach to the micromagnetic modeling of complex domain-wall
phenomena is to determine the domain-wall energy as a function of the domain wall
position [5.21, 5.24]. As discussed in Section 2.3.3, the domain-wall energy is
where  is the domain-wall energy, x is the domain wall position in
a suitable chosen coordinate frame, and L2 is an effective domain-wall area. For a simple
Bloch wall,

√

, but in the present case,  contains contributions from the

magnetostatic and exchange interactions between the continuous-layer domain-wall and
the Fe particles in the SiO2 matrix. Magnetostatic fields created by homogeneously
magnetized thin films are important at the film edges only, but domain walls create
substantial stray fields, which can interact with the Fe particles. The magnitude of the
coupling field is strongly fluctuating and varies between 0 and 500 Oe. However, only a
very small fraction of these interaction fields translate into coercivity changes. Figure 5-6
shows the schematic stray-field contributions created by Bloch walls (a) and Néel walls
(b). The soft particles interact with these stray fields, and this interaction depends on the
relative distance between the wall and the defect and also on the nature of the wall (Bloch
wall or Néel wall). In fact, Néel walls are realized in very thin films and Bloch to Néel
wall transitions start at or above 20 nm [5.18, 5.25-27]. A possible mechanism and
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Figure 5-6 Interaction between Fe particles (red) with the stray fields
created by domain walls (green): (a) Bloch wall (out-plane domain wall
magnetization) and (b) Néel wall (in-plane domain wall magnetization).
The interaction affects the coercivity indirectly, via the influence of the
defects.
qualitative explanation of the coercivity reduction is that the flux closure provided by the
Fe particles affects the stray-field contribution to the domain-wall and smoother surface
inhomogeneity, which are a major pinning mechanism [5.28]. The interaction effect is
probably very small but sufficient to interfere with small coercivity of the alloy layers.
Magnetostrictive contributions mediated by the SiO2 may also play a role.

5.4 Summary
In this chapter, TM/Fe:SiO2 bilayers for magnetic sensors have been produced and
investigated. Each bilayer consists of a continuous TM layer and a layer of Fe particles
embedded in SiO2 matrix. All samples with Fe:SiO2 top layers exhibit a reduction in
coercivity and follow a similar trend as the Fe:SiO2 grows thicker. Some samples also
exhibit an improvement in permeability (NiFe, CoFeB), while some show no noticeable
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permeability changes (CoFe). The best results are obtained for amorphous CoFeB layers,
with a moderate improvement of the soft-magnetic performance. Our micromagnetic
analysis shows that the magnetostatic coupling between the superparamagnetic Fe
particles and TM layers is moderately strong, and a possible qualitative explanation of the
improved soft-magnetic performance of the TM film is the absorption of domain-wall
stray fields by the Fe particles.
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Chapter 6 : Anisotropy and Micromagnetism of Fe/CrPt
Bilayers
AFM L10-ordered CrPt is of interest as a pinning material in exchange-biased
systems due to its high blocking temperature, simple hysteresis loops and high corrosion
resistance [6.1]. Moreover, compared to Mn atoms in presently used Mn-based alloys, Cr
undergoes much less harmful interdiffusion during heat treatment [6.1-3]. Thin films of
L10 phase CrPt with a (001) texture have also been used as an underlayer to promote
the L10 phase formation of materials such as FePt [6.4, 6.5], which is of great importance
in magnetic recording media [6.6, 6.7]. Therefore, it is important to control and
understand both the formation of the L10 phase and the texture with which it grows.
In addition to the mentioned practical applications of L10-ordered CrPt, the spin
structure and micromagnetism of this intriguing system is not fully understood, and little
is known about its magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Figure 6-1 shows the schematic crystal
structure and spin configuration of L10-ordered CrPt, based on neutron diffraction [6.8].

Figure 6-1 Schematic crystal structure and spin configuration of L10 CrPt.
The preferential magnetization direction is in the basal plane
Each Cr atom carries a moment of 2.24 ± 0.15 µB, with AFM alignment between nearest
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neighbors in the (001) planes, whereas the contribution from the Pt is very small [6.8, 6.9]
Preliminary research into the anisotropy has led to an experimental estimate of 10 kJ/m3
by measuring the exchange bias in an FeCo/CrPt bilayer system and using Eq. 2.16 and
2.17 [6.1, 6.10]. This value is much smaller than the theoretical predication of 3500 kJ/m3
[6.11]. The fundamental reason for this discrepancy is the oversimplification of the model
used to extract the experimental value, using Eq. 2.16 and 2.17 [6.12]. However, even if
the model could perfectly describe the relation between exchange bias and AFM
anisotropy, this method may still not be accurate due to its incomplete exchange coupling
between the bilayers, which may mimic a strongly reduced anisotropy. As described in
Chapter 1, Fe thin films can be used as a probe to approach measurement of the
anisotropy of AFMs.
In this chapter, the method of introducing exchange bias using MA and its
limitations are examined. A systematic study of the effect of deposition and processing
conditions on L10 phase formation in CrPt thin films is performed and an investigation of
the resulting anisotropy using magnetic measurements of an exchange-coupled CrPt/Fe
system will be presented.

6.1 Experiment Methods
CrPt is AFM only when it is in its L10 phase. It has been demonstrated that its easy
axis lies in the basal plane of the crystal lattice as illustrated in Figure 6-1 [6.8, 6.11]
Therefore, it is important to achieve highly textured L10 phase CrPt thin films in order to
analyze the anisotropy of the specimen. As in the case of L10-ordered FePt, heat
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treatments either during the deposition or post-deposition are required to achieve the
phase formation and (001) texture [6.13-15].

6.1.1 Sample Preparation
The AJA magnetron sputtering system described in Section 3.1.5 was used to
prepare the samples in this study. The base pressure of the system is on the order of 10-8
Torr for all samples. Silicon substrates with 1 μm thermally oxidized layer along with the
sample holders were baked at 60 °C before transferring into the load-lock chamber of the
sputtering system. The load-lock chamber was then pumped over one hour. Further
pumping would yield only minor improvements of the chamber vacuum in the chamber.
The L10 Phase CrPt can be achieved by post-annealing the [Cr/Pt]n/FM stack
structure deposited on Si substrates above 350 °C for 5 hours, however, all the films
were highly (111) textured [6.1, 6.10]. In order to achieve the (001) texture, different
approaches were applied in this study. Three series of thin-film samples (labeled A, B,
and C) were prepared, as illustrated in Figure 6-2 (a) and (b). The samples of Series A

Figure 6-2 Schematic diagram of sample structures of (a) series A, (b) series
B and (c) series C with Fe wedge
were deposited at room temperature by co-sputtering from pure Cr and Pt targets. The
deposition rate and time were set in such a way that the sample has a 1:1 atomic ratio.
Series B was also deposited at the room temperature in a multilayer structure of [Cr(x
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Å)/Pt(1.7 Å)]n which has a much thinner bilayer structure compared with the one used in
previous study [6.1]. Sample series C was prepared using the same method as sample A,
but the deposition was carried at elevated temperatures ranging from 300 °C to 800 °C.
The sample was kept inside the load-lock until it reached room temperature. The total
thickness of CrPt for all samples is kept at 40 nm, above the critical thickness of 12.5 nm
[6.1]. In order to probe the anisotropy of the AFM CrPt layer, an additional co-sputtered
sample deposited at 600 °C was capped at the room temperature with an iron wedge.
Table 6-1 lists the different sample deposition conditions for different sample series.
Table 6-1 Summary of different sample deposition condition
Sample ID
A
B
C

Sample Structure
Co-sputtering
Multilayer
Co-sputtering

Substrate Temperature
RT
RT
up to 800 °C

The samples in Series A and B were annealed by either RTA or CF in H 2/Ar
forming gas environment to establish the L10 phase. For the RTA process, temperature
was ramped up to 800 °C with a 100 °C per sec ramping speed. The sample stayed at the
target temperature for 5 min and then quickly cooled down to room temperature. For the
CF process, the temperature ramping took a much slower path and stayed at the target
temperature for 5 hours. The sample was then naturally cooled down to room temperature.
No heat treatment was carried for the samples with the Fe wedge structure.
The MTJ sample used to investigate the annealing effect on exchange bias was
prepare at National Institute of Standards and Technology with the following structure:
Ta(5nm) / Cu(5nm) / Ir20Mn80(10nm) / Co90Fe10(2nm) / Ru(0.85nm) / Co60Fe20B20 (3nm)/
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Al2O3(1.4nm) / Co90Fe10 (2nm) / Ni80Fe20(28nm) /Ta(5nm) / Ru(5nm). Sixteen ellipse
shape junctions were connected serially and the resistance is of the order of kilo-ohm.

6.1.2 Sample Characterization Technique
The thicknesses of all samples were estimated through XRR measurements. Figure
6-3(a) shows a series of XRR measurement along the Fe wedge direction. The drifting of
the measurement curves clearly shows the evolution of the thickness throughout the
sample. The thickness variation over the thin film is estimated using XRR measurements,
as shown in Figure 6-3(b). The figure suggests that the thickness of the Fe wedge ranges
from 4 nm up to 9 nm. The binary Cr-Pt equilibrium phase diagram indicates the L10

Figure 6-3 (a) XRR measurements of Fe wedge, curves with different
color represents different location. (b)Thickness variation of Fe wedge
estimated from XRR measurements
phase CrPt can be achieved for certain Cr and Pt ratio [6.16]. The composition of the
CrPt was measured with by doing EDS measurement in the SEM. The phase formation
and texture of CrPt were characterized by XRD and TEM, while the magnetic
measurements were performed using AGFM and SQUID.
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The MTJ samples were connected to the HTRMS described in Section 3.9.2 which
can be heated up to 350 °C and where a magnetic field up to 10 kOe can be applied.
Different factors, such as magnetic field, annealing time and annealing temperature,
affect to the MTJ during MA process. The current is supplied by a current source and the
voltage was measured by a nanovoltmeter. The high-resistance (Rap) and low-resistance
(Rp) states were recorded and the tunneling MR ratio was defined as

.

6.2 CrPt L10 Phase Formation and Texture Analyses
Figure 6-4(a) shows the x-ray diffraction spectra for the A and B samples that were
processed at different temperatures in the CF. The as-deposited samples show a strong
(111) texture. For samples annealed at 400 °C, the (111) peak shifts slightly to a lower
angle. This peak shift upon annealing indicates the formation of the L10 phase, which has
larger lattice spacing along the body diagonal [6.17]. The sample is still highly (111)
textured with no sign of a (001) peak. Only after the annealing temperature exceeds
500 °C does the L10 phase (001) peak appear along with the (200)/(002) peak, and the
intensity of those peaks becomes quite pronounced as the annealing temperature
increases. These XRD patterns indicate that the L10 phase formation for post-deposition
annealed co-sputtered films (series A) and multilayer films (series B) follow a similar
trend. The advantage of using RTA has been described in Chapter 3, and the use of layer
structure in FePt has been demonstrated to be effective in promoting (001) texture on
amorphous substrate [6.18,19]. As shown in Figure 6-4 (b), even with a significantly
shortened annealing time, L10 phase CrPt can still be formed for both series and the phase
formation follows the same trend as samples that were annealed using CF.
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Figure 6-4 XRD measurement of sample Series A and B, (a) annealed using CF and
(b) annealed using RTA.
It can also be seen from Figure 6-4(a) that the degree of texture is quite different
between series A and B. Through estimating the peak intensities, sample series A shows
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higher quality texture than sample series B does for any given annealing temperature.
Similarly, the degree of L10 order and (001) texture appear more prevalent in series A
than in series B. Samples annealed using RTA share the same tendency as demonstrated
in Figure 6-4(b). However, this difference is most pronounced in the samples annealed
using CF. Unlike FePt, the stack structure did not seem to help promoting the (001)
texture of L10 phase CrPt [6.18]. This is likely due to the fact that the interdiffusion
between Cr and Pt is very difficult and only actively occurs at temperature above 500 °C
[6.20].
For the sample series C, which is deposited at elevated temperatures, the L10 phase
can be formed at temperature as low as 300 °C. However, samples deposited below
500 °C show strong out-of-plane (111) texture, Figure 6-5(a), which is similar to the
post-annealing samples from series A and B. Although the (001) peak is present in
samples deposited above 600 °C, with an intensity increasing with temperature, the ratios
with the (002) and (111) peaks do not indicate a high degree of L10 order or (001) texture,
respectively. A selected-area-electron-diffraction (SAED) pattern was taken on the
sample deposited at 600 °C (Figure 6-5(b)). A calculated polycrystalline pattern was
produced by Dr. Li using the PCED2.0 program [6.21], in which the (001) texture is
simulated based on the March model [6.22]. Within this model, crystalline texture is
quantified by the parameter r, where r = 0 corresponds to perfect texture and r = 1 to
fully random orientation. The March parameter for this sample is estimated to be r = 0.65.
This result suggests that roughly 60% of the c-axis of CrPt is within 60° to 90° of the film
plane normal for this particular sample. The sample deposited at 800 °C does not show
improvement in crystallinity, but the average grain size is increased from about 50 nm to
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Figure 6-5 (a) XRD measurement of sample Series C and (b) SAED
diagram of CrPt deposited at 600 °C
roughly 200 nm, as shown in Figure 6-6. As mentioned in Section 2.1.5, the effect of the
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grain size on the anisotropy of the AFM is not conclusive, and therefore, a sample
deposited at 600 °C was used for anisotropy estimation in order to minimize the surface

Figure 6-6 TEM images of CrPt deposited at (a) 600 °C and (b) 800 °C. The average
grain size increased from 50 nm to roughly 200 nm
roughness while maintaining a reasonably good crystallinity [6.23-25].

6.3 Probing the Anisotropy of L10-ordered CrPt
6.3.1 Preparation of the Bilayer Structure
Although post-annealed samples show far superior (001) texture than samples
deposited at high temperatures, a well-defined exchange interaction cannot be established
due to the destruction of AFM/FM interface [6.26, 6.27]. A post-annealed sample from
series A was deposited with CoFe at room temperature. It was then annealed at 350 °C
for one hour under an external magnetic field of 10 kOe. The hysteresis loops, before and
after the MA, show no apparent loop shift or coercivity change. The exchange bias could
not be established when the FM layer is deposited on post-annealed samples once the
chamber vacuum is broken. Therefore, the interface quality is crucial for forming
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AFM/FM exchange interaction. The FM layer must be deposited after the L10 phase CrPt
is formed in-situ.

6.3.2 Probing the Anisotropy Using Eeb
In this experiment, a CrPt thin film deposited at 600 °C was coated with a 5 nm Fe
thin film at room temperature without breaking the vacuum. The sample was then
annealed in a 10 kOe magnetic field at 350 °C for one hour. After naturally cooling down
to room temperature, the sample was measured using VSM at different temperatures. As
shown in the inset of Figure 6-7, the room temperature hysteresis loop exhibits a
pronounced loop shift and the coercivity drastically increased compared to pure Fe. This
is a direct indication of the establishment of exchange bias. The exchange bias field is
around 300 Oe, and by using Eq. 2.16 and 2.17, the anisotropy of CrPt is estimated to be

Figure 6-7 Temperature dependence of exchange bias field of sample with
CrPt/Fe bilayer structure after MA. The inset shows the hysteresis loop
measured at the room temperature
10.6 kJ/m3. This is far below the theoretical prediction of 3500 kJ/m3 done by Dr.
Manchanda [6.11]. Figure 6-7 also shows that the exchange bias of the system remains
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almost constant up to 200 °C. Above this temperature, the exchange bias decrease and
vanishes before reaching its blocking temperature of 600 °C [6.1].

6.3.3 Limitations of the Heb Method
The discrepancy between theory and experiment has its origin in the very crude
modeling of the exchange bias, as outlined in Section 2.1.5. In particular, the MA process
is a crucial step for introducing exchange bias in the FM/AFM bilayer system. It is also
important to anneal the system above the blocking temperature of the AFM layer in order
to achieve maximum exchange anisotropy [6.28].
The TMR ratio is the direct evidence of the annealing effect on the MTJ, and
setting the exchange bias for AFM/FM bilayer is the main purpose of the magnetic
annealing. As shown in Figure 6-8, when the MTJ sample was annealed at different

Figure 6-8 The temperature dependence of Rap, Rp and TMR. The drop of
TMR at high annealing temperature might due to interdiffusion of IrMn
layer
temperatures under a 10 kOe magnetic field for 30 min, the TMR ratio kept increasing
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until it reach 250 °C which is the typical blocking temperature for the IrMn system [6.29].
As the temperature further increases, the TMR starts to deteriorate, which is likely due to
the interdiffusion between IrMn and its adjacent layers [6.30, 6.31]. It is, therefore,
important to anneal the sample above the blocking temperature to maximize the exchange
bias, yet low enough to prevent any interdiffusion.
Figure 6-9 shows how the properties of the MTJ depend on the annealing time.
The Rap, Rp and TMR increase with the increasing annealing time, but the TMR appears
to saturate after 8 min annealing while both Rap and Rp keep increasing. The increasing
resistance in the MTJ would enhance the noise level of the system, which is not desired
[6.32]. Therefore, it is beneficial to control the annealing time within a certain time frame
to minimize the resistance increase of the system. Shorter annealing can also effectively

Figure 6-9 The annealing time dependence of Rap, Rp and TMR.
Note resistance keep increasing with increasing annealing time.
minimize the harmful interdiffusion during the annealing process.
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Exchange bias can be introduced by a magnetic field of 10 kOe or less during the
annealing (Figure 6-10). However, to fully develop the exchange bias, one needs a field
that exceeds 1 kOe.

Figure 6-10 Applied magnetic field dependence of MR loop. 1 kOe is
sufficient to set the exchange bias.
Overall, the exchange bias can be established shortly after the system reaches its
annealing temperature, in this case after 8 minutes. The magnetic field required is
determined by the saturation magnetization of the FM layer that is adjacent to the AFM
layer of the bilayer system. It is important to anneal the system above the blocking
temperature of the AFM layer in order to maximize the exchange anisotropy.
As mentioned above, the blocking temperature of L10-ordered CrPt is much higher
than the MA temperature used in this study. The exchange bias vanished at the vicinity of
the annealing temperature which clearly indicates that the exchange interaction between
Fe and CrPt layers is only partial. This leads to an experimental underestimation of the
CrPt anisotropy. On the other hand, it is also difficult to magnetically anneal the bilayer
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structure above the blocking temperature of AFM material without introducing structural
changes inside the system.

6.3.4 Probing the CrPt Anisotropy Using Hc
Section 2.1.5 suggests that the anisotropy can be estimated by adding an Fe layer.
An Fe wedge has been deposited on the 40 nm L10 phase CrPt. Figure 6-11(a) shows that
the in-plane hysteresis loops for samples without MA are nearly rectangular. As the Fe
thickness decreases, the coercivity (Hc) of the system increases from around 12 to 42 mT.
The perpendicular hysteresis loops, as shown in Figure 6-11(b), reveal a two-step
transition in the hysteresis for Fe layers thicker than 6 nm, below which the signal

Figure 6-11 In-plane (a) and perpendicular (b) hysteresis loop of CrPt/Fe
as a function of Fe-layer thickness measured by AGFM. The inset shows
the hysteresis loop measured by SQUID
becomes a straight line. The step on each side of the curve is due to the coherent rotation
for FM spins that are pinned 90° from the applied field [6.33]. The hysteretic field or
"coercivity" (Hc) of these hysteresis loops varies from 0.12 T to 0.28 T as the thickness of
Fe decreases. These coercivities are much larger than in a typical Fe thin film and can be
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viewed as a result of AFM/FM exchange interaction. As shown in the inset of Figure
6-11(b), the perpendicular hysteresis loop could not be saturated until the external field
reached 2 T.
Figure 6-11 suggests that the CrPt exhibits a substantial anisotropy, much higher
than the previously estimated anisotropy constant of 10.6 kJ/m. An estimate for the
anisotropy is obtained by equating Hc in Figure 6-11(b) with the anisotropy field HA as
suggested in Section 2.1.5. Since the magnetization and the anisotropy originate nearly
exclusively from the Fe and the CrPt, respectively, we can write

(6.1)
where t is the thickness of each layer and

is the magnetization of Fe.

Thicker Fe layers would normally yield less reliable estimation, because the Fe
magnetization gets more and more inhomogeneous as the Fe thickness increases, and this
effect is not included in Eq. 6.1. Using
can obtain

= 0.28 T,

= 40 nm, and

= 7 nm, one

= - 438 kJ/m3. The anisotropy estimate using this method is much closer

to the theoretical calculation, compared with the results from the other method.

6.3.5 Origin of the Discrepancy
Although the complications introduced by the MA are eliminated, there are still
several factors that would influence the experimental results. First, the assumption made
in Eq. 6.1 is coherent rotation of the magnetic moment in the Fe thin film [6.34]. In this
approximation, the coercivity field is equivalent to the anisotropy field. However, as
described in Section 2.3.3, coercivities encountered in practice are more complicated. For
instance, imperfections, both chemical and magnetic, could promote nucleation sites for
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reversed-magnetization domains which bypass the anisotropy of the system. Hence the
experimental coercivity fields are generally much smaller than the anisotropy fields, often
by one or two orders of magnitude [6.35, 6.36]. Second, the texture analysis in Section
6.2 shows that a substantial fraction of the grains is misaligned, which could also reduce
the coercivity. Note that the easy axis of L10 phase CrPt lies in the a-b plane and any
deviation from this would cause a change in anisotropy [6.11]. Figure 6-12 illustrates this
point by showing typical spin structures in the Fe/CrPt system [6.11]. If the a-b plane is
45o according to the film surface, the spin configurations of (a) and (b) are equivalent to
the AFM film. However, it would yield different exchange interaction with FM spins
which cause the induced anisotropy of the FM spins to be orthogonal to each other in
these two configurations. Consequently, the c-axis misalignment would translate into the
coercivity of the bilayer system, even if K1 < 0 which led to the hysteresis loops showed

Figure 6-12 Effect of spin structure misalignment on CrPt/Fe system. (a)
and (b) are two equivalent AFM spin configuration
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in Figure 6-11(b). This micromagnetic feature further contributes to the reduction of Hc.

6.4 Conclusions
L10-ordered AFM CrPt with (001) texture can be formed in samples either
deposited or annealed at temperature above 600 °C. The anisotropy of L10 phase CrPt has
been estimated using Fe as a probe. The experimentally deduced value of - 0.438 MJ/m3
is still significantly smaller than the theoretical prediction of - 3.5 MJ/m3. The
disagreement is explained by the deviations from the SW behavior and by the
misalignment of the CrPt crystal structure.
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Chapter 7 : Summary and Outlook
In this thesis, interaction effects in several iron-based magnetic nanostructures have
been investigated. This includes the Kondo effect in isolated Cu(Fe) clusters,
magnetostatic interaction in TM / Fe:SiO2bilayer systems and exchange interactions in
Fe/CrPt bilayer systems. All systems being investigated are either fundamentally
interesting or practically useful.

7.1 Diluted Magnetic System in Confined Clusters
We have investigated how the confinement of the screening cloud affects the
Kondo effect. In contrast to earlier approaches, where metallic leads distort rather than
confine the Kondo screening cloud, the embedding of the Fe-containing Cu clusters in
SiO2 matrix ensures that the Kondo screening cloud is truly confined to the size of the
nano-particle. Since resistance measurements cannot be used to measure this nanoparticle Kondo effect, magnetic susceptibility measurements have been used to achieve
this goal. In agreement with theoretical predictions, the confinement reduced the strength
of the Kondo interaction. Although RKKY interactions between Fe impurities cannot be
completely ruled out, it is estimated to yield only a very small correction for the whole
system.
One suggestion for future researches is to systematically vary the size of the
isolated particles through different deposition conditions and patterning methods up to
the Kondo screening cloud dimension. It could provide crucial information regarding the
formation of the Kondo screening cloud.
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7.2 Pursuing a Low Coercivity Soft Magnetic Layer
Controlling the hysteretic behavior of soft magnetic layers in sensors is an
important technological challenge. Although different from the exchange-spring
mechanism, the reversibility of the FM layer can be improved through the magnetostatic
interaction between adjacent layers of FM and superparamagnetic materials. All samples
showed clear reduction of coercivity regardless the present of induced magnetic
anisotropy. For certain samples, improvement for permeability was also observed up to a
factor of 5. Such improvements were attributed to the absorption of domain-wall stray
fields by the Fe particles which effectively smoothed the magnetic surface of the soft
magnetic layer. This mechanism offers a new angle to improve the free layer properties
for magnetic sensors application. The superparamagnetic layer can serve as a recovering
layer to decrease hysteresis of the free layer due to surface roughness or defects.
Suggestions for future work are the contribution of magnetostrictive effects and the
implementation of such structure into the existing magnetic sensor system could also be a
challenging topic.

7.3 Probing Anisotropy of AFM Materials
Measuring the anisotropy of an AFM material is not always straightforward
especially when the Néel temperature of the material is very high, such as in L10-ordered
CrPt. Commonly used methods that utilize the exchange bias field lead to strongly
underestimated AFM anisotropy value. The enhanced coercivity of the exchange bias
system was used to address this problem by avoiding the complication introduced by the
magnetic annealing. With an additional Fe layer on the top, the exchange interaction
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between CrPt and Fe drastically increased the coercivity of Fe and the anisotropy of L10ordered CrPt was determined to be - 0.438 MJ/m3 which is a significant improvement
from previous experimental estimation. This anisotropy appears to be significantly lower
than the theoretical prediction of L10 phase CrPt; the disagreement may largely come
from the deviation from Stoner-Wohlfarth behavior and the misalignment of CrPt crystal
structure.
Concerning future researches, it should be noted that the micromagnetism of AFM
materials is still not well established. Experimentally, it may be interesting to improve the
(001) texture of the L10 phase CrPt through lattice matching by using either a MgO or
LaAlO3 single-crystal substrate.
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Appendix 1 ABBREVIATIONS
AGFM

Alternative Gradient Force Magnetometer

AFM

Antiferromagnetic, Antiferromagnet

CA

Conventional Annealing

CF

Conventional Furnace

DC

Direct Current

EM

Electron Microscope

EDX

Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy

FM

Ferromagnetic, Ferromagnet

GMR

Giant Magnetoresistance

GADDS

General Area Detector Diffraction System

HTRMS

High Temperature Resistance Measurement System

MA

Magnetic Annealing

MFC

Magnetic Flux Concentrator

MTJ

Magnetic Tunneling Junction

MR

Magnetoresistance

MR-FORC

Magnetoresistive FORC

MFT

Mean Field Theory

NRG

Numerical Renormalization Group

PPMS

Physical Property Measurement System

RF

Radio Frequency

RTA

Rapid Thermal Annealing
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RSO

Reciprocating Sample Option

RKKY

Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida

SEM

Scanning Electron Microscopy

STM

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

SAED

Selected Area Electron Diffraction

SW

Stoner-Wohlfarth

SQUID

Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices

TM

Transition Metal

TEM

Transmission Electron Microscopy

TMR

Tunneling Magnetoresistance

VSM

Vibrating-Sample Magnetometer

XRD

X-Ray Diffractometer

XRR

X-ray Reflectometry

ZFC/FC

Zero Field Cool/Field Cool
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Appendix 2 CONSTANTS
Symbol

eV

Name

SI Unit

CGS Unit

Electron Rest Mass

9.109×10-31 kg

9.109×10-34 g

Bohr Magneton

9.274×10-24 J·T-1

9.274×10-21 erg·G-1

Vacuum Permeability

π×10-7 N·A-2

1

Boltzmann Constant

1.380×10-23 J·K-1

1.380×10-16 erg·K-1

Planck Constant

6.626×10-34 J·s

6.626×10-27 erg·s

Electron Volt

1.602×10-19 J

1.602×10-12 erg
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